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Our Future History – How the Earth Made Peace
Introduction – The Interfaith Movement and World Peace

Introduction – The Interfaith Movement and World Peace
…told as a dialogue with narration, the year is ~2092~

Many teachers ask their classes this question, they may ask in different languages, they may
ask in different cultures, but they all ask this question to remind our children about the
evolution of World Peace, and how they may contribute to perpetuating world peace today.
“All right children, who can tell us all how world peace was achieved?”
All around the world young hands go up when teachers ask this question; their students eager
hearts and minds wish to share their knowledge and learn more together.
Teachers point to the best prepared students, students who will tell the story well to their
younger peers.
One child replies, she attempts to tell a tale familiar to nearly all, in her own words, as best she
can.
“Teacher, world peace was created by global unity; something no one in past times ever
thought could be achieved.”
“Very good child; can you tell us why no one expected global unity or world peace?”
“Teacher, it is hard to believe, but long ago people fought wars, they were very unhappy then.”
“Can anyone tell us what these wars were about?”
A new voice chimes in…
“Teacher, they fought over natural resources, they did not understand how we see things
today; that our natural resources belong to the entire human race collectively.”
Another new voice joins the story…
“Teacher, they fought over nationalism, their nations did not understand that their borders
caused many people harm, particularly migratory or displaced people, but also people seeking
work to better themselves and their people.”
“Those were terrible lessons to us all child, many people once suffered from the injustices that
built up around our old closed national borders.”
“Teacher, people also fought over the differences they perceived in each other’s cultures and
religions, they had no respect for their diversity or for themselves.
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“Indeed child, once people lacked respect for themselves and for their roles in their lives, for
their own people, and for the world they shared together. We are fortunate to have much
greater mutual respect today.”
“Teacher, why did people fight over matters of religious doctrine or faith?”
“Child, before the Interfaith Movement, many people were afraid that their cultural heritage was
under attack, they feared their holy scriptures were being threatened by other holy scriptures
because their holy scriptures differed from one another in many of their details.
“However, the problem goes much deeper than this, as some of you older students may
already understand.”
“Teacher, do you mean the cultural defense mechanisms?”
“Correct.
“Cultural defense mechanisms are very powerful forces. They operate at the deepest levels of
a person’s mind, where they are largely unaware of them.
“Cultural defense mechanisms once served a powerful evolutionary purpose, but as we
evolved and our resources expanded, the worlds in which our respective cultural defense
mechanisms were once functional changed.
“For one thing, many cultures came together very quickly, the world seemed to shrink in size
and grow larger at the same time. Many people migrated to far places where their cultural
identities were often exposed to abuse or ridicule.
“The world was a very sick and sorry place in those days. We are fortunate to have a much
happier, healthier world today.”
“Teacher, with all of our wealth, why must we learn about these awful things from our past?”
“Child, our wealth is a product of our ancestors’ ignorance and their quest for enlightenment.
Without their efforts to reach enlightenment, we would be as miserable now, as our ancestors
were then, or worse.
“We might have been killed.
“Only by understanding our past can we build an even better future, a future that will be the
worlds we live in ourselves one day.”
“But teacher, is this not already the best of all worlds?”
“All human worlds are the best they can be child, no matter how much suffering there may be.
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“As wonderful as our own world is now, we can always do better, that is one of the most
important parts of any human life, our aspirations to make our all of our worlds better places for
our children.
“This may indeed be the best of all possible worlds so far, but what has yet to come may be a
mystery so beautiful we may all be transformed by its appearance.
”The mystery is what makes our lives worth living.”
“But we know so much already teacher, what is left to be a mystery now?”
“That is part of the mystery, child, a mystery we must all explore…”

And so it goes, much like this, in classrooms all over the world.
The history they review is a terrible tale, full of human suffering and injustice, but the wisdom
they learn makes any future injustice seem very unlikely, perhaps even impossible.
One can only hope...

Long ago many human voices contributed to the dialogue for world peace; however, the
Interfaith Movement became a critical focal point as the time for building world peace grew
closer.
All religious faiths, whether those of a single individual, or those with populations in the billions
have always shared a common purpose, to facilitate each person's direct and personal
experiences of the Divine.
If, at some times, some religions’ purposes were subverted by political, economic, or military
powers, this does not mean the religions so exploited were bad or evil.
All human institutions are subject to potential corruption and abuse.
If, at some times, people of different religions failed to adequately respect one another, they
may once have fought wars, either aggressive wars on battlefields, cultural wars of subversion,
or economic wars of manipulation.
Being able to engage in warfare of every sort was once a requisite part of any major social
institution, including all religions. Without their various cultural defense mechanisms, states,
religions, and other social institutions once faced dissolution.
Consequently, aggressive behavior became the characteristic response of many cultural
defense mechanisms. The phrase - ‘the best defense is a strong offense’ became very
popular.
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However, as we know today, the best defense is no defense, for we have nothing that needs to
be defended.
However, in our recent past history we once bristled with defense postures for every sort of
thing we believed we depended upon, whether we were defending our religions or our choice
of toothpastes.
Not long ago, the world was ruled with fear.
Fear, as it happens, is a very effective social conditioning tool, but also a very wasteful tool.
Fear saps everyone’s strength. Fear feeds despair and opens a path to misery.
However, fear was such a prevalent tool for social conditioning that nearly everyone used it.
People were conditioned to be afraid their teeth were not white enough.
People were conditioned to fear their peers would mock their poverty if they did not participate
in all the most expensive or fashionable trends.
People were conditioned to fear their social status would suffer if they did not appear to be
reasonably devout and hard-working.
People were conditioned to fear that they could not advance in commerce without undermining
their competitors' businesses.
There was much fear in those days, but some of the very worst fears were the fears of poverty,
disease, and injustice.
Many people suffered from these terrible shadows that blighted large segments of our old
nations’ populations.
Poverty was nearly pandemic in those days. Perhaps a very few of all people lived in extreme
luxury then, while far too many starved or were killed by disease due to poverty.
We now know that poverty is more a state of mind or spirit, but in those days poverty was
imposed, economically, because it was a useful tool to socially condition all people, wealthy
and poor alike; anyone not part of the most powerful and wealthy elite were conditioned with
poverty or with fear of poverty.
The injustices in those times were enormous.
Along the old border between the United States of America and Mexico people were risking
their lives every day to illegally cross into the United States to look for better paying work.
Many of these people were exploited and sold into virtual slavery because in the USA their
illegal status gave their new ‘employers’ holds on them they feared to challenge.
Challenges were often met with murder.
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Along other national borders similar stories were also unfolding, including trafficking in human
slaves, the disruption of migratory peoples, and the bottle-necking of refugees fleeing war or
famine.
The old national boundaries had to be opened, but first we needed to achieve world peace to
establish the trust that we could cooperate together as a global people united by our mutual
self-interests wherever we may live.
The Interfaith Movement played a major role in helping defuse the tensions between people of
every identity; their national, cultural, or religious differences were finally set aside.
This is our heritage to all of our future generations, a heritage in which all of our ancestors
have helped us to achieve world peace.
This is our heritage, our gift to our children, the gift of our parents; this is our story of how our
ancestors contributed to establishing world peace in their lifetimes.

Namaste
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Part One – Cultural Defense Mechanisms
Today, teachers around the world guide their students to define cultural defense mechanisms
as one of the leading causes of many social illnesses, such a poverty, tyranny, and injustice
that were prevalent in nearly every community when the Interfaith Movement convened to help
world peace emerge.
The science of memetics was in its infancy in those days.
Few people understood what memes or memetic agents were, or how they really operated.
However, many people were already exploring the frontier of this emerging science, and a
clearer picture emerged of how our evolution as a species, organically, socially, emotionally,
and cognitively was a form of symbiotic, mutually enhancing parallel paths of evolution, each
specific evolutionary path reinforcing the others.
Memetics emerged, in part, to describe how social systems become culturally extended across
multiple generations, and could invade new populations foreign to their own cultural origins.
As we evolved as a species, we learned to transmit our collective wisdom from one generation
to the next through the art of story-telling.
Because our stories were vital tools to impart wisdom to our children and peers, the forms of
our stories must be carefully respected; no part or nuance should be left out or misrepresented
if the entire cultural message was to be imparted correctly.
These stories are the origins of all of all peoples’ holiest scriptures.
The cultural contexts of our stories may differ, yet the lessons remain much the same once we
set aside our cultural idiosyncrasies and expectations.
However, in order to ensure that the precise meaning and importance of these valuable
lessons was not lost, each culture was required to adopt cultural defense postures whenever
their cultures seemed under attack or invasion by foreign cultures.
Our holiest scriptures could not have been passed down to us intact without these valuable
cultural defense mechanisms.
In the Information Age, the global environment of emerging world peace took on very different
characteristics from the worlds in which our ancestors’ ancestors once lived. What once were
healthy characteristics of our respective cultures, our cultural auto-immune defense
mechanisms, became greater and greater liabilities, particularly as it became clearer and
clearer that our ancestors must soon learn to achieve world peace.
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Cultural defense mechanisms are reactive human operant conditioning systems buried deeply
in most peoples’ non-consciousness, in conditioned subconscious and unconscious reactive
behavior response algorithms.
Most people are unaware of being controlled by their reactive conditioning when they respond
defensively to a perceived threat to anything they value.
If we were aware of our reactively conditioned responses taking charge of our actions our
awareness might cause us to hesitate; in survival terms, hesitation may mean death.
The path to world peace established by our ancestors had to begin by addressing the
question, how do we safely disarm our reactive cultural defense responses?
Prime analysis had shown that reactive conditioning was the underlying mechanism by which
all cultural domination mechanisms maintained their holds on the minds of the people and
either deliberately or inadvertently caused them much suffering as a consequence.
There were many culturally transmitted social entities that acquired life of their own as a
consequence, their auto-immune defense responses came to be called Memetic Agents.
Today we call the parent memetic entities of memetic agents Memetic Agencies. All states,
churches, universities, corporations, hospitals, military forces, etc… are examples of very large
memetic agencies.
A smaller scale of memetic agencies are any schools, clinics, or workplaces where any group
of people operate by an agreed upon set of instructions, including individual civic organizations
or church congregations.
A more immediate scale of memetic agency includes families, friends, peer groups, and other
small or loosely knit groups of people.
Memetic agents are culturally transmitted social instruction sets that define group recognition
tactics, group limits such as territories or acceptable forms of social intercourse, and the
expectations of members and the group regarding each other, individually and collectively.
Benign memetic agents inspire acts of tenderness, compassion, mercy, and respect, including
perhaps all behaviors that might be considered to be virtuous.
Malign memetic agents inspire acts of defensive or aggressive statures that harm both the host
and the host’s target or targets.
Many memetic agents were once extremely harmful.
Car advertising memetic agents are a good example of the many different levels of harm that
were all created to sell a manufacturer’s particular brand or model of automobile.
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There are several classes of damage that result from memetic agents designed to sell
automobiles. These classes include: damage to the target audiences’ psyche, damage to a
minority population’s psyche (two counts), damage to the environment (multiple counts and
grades of severity).
In the case of damage to the target audiences’ psyche, the target population under study had a
demographic favoring mostly white, middle-class males in the USA.
Their psyches were damaged because a common advertising technique was applied to their
root beliefs about themselves. These commercials implied that their social status would suffer
if they did not purchase the advertiser’s product.
In addition, the target population’s sexual or gender identity was challenged. It was implied
that owning the advertised car was required for women to see them as potent and desirable.
Other challenges to their core identity structures may also have been applied.
With regard to minority groups damaged, one group was certainly women.
Women were portrayed in potentially degrading manners as marginalized sex objects who
were expected to be spiritually shallow or materialistic. This was also an effective instruction
for women to condition themselves to perceive themselves in this manner and to play along
with the advertiser’s game by valuing their choices in men by how expensive or trendy their
cars were.
Another damaged group of people who may have been in the majority were the impoverished,
poor people.
Any poor man seeing the rich guys getting the girls because they could afford the fanciest cars
was prone to condition themselves to envy, and to condition themselves to devalue
themselves, including devaluing their people, and their heritage for having become financially
disenfranchised, a condition which was then beyond their control to challenge or change in
many circumstances.
There may have been many other damage groups.
Environmental damages fell into local, regional, and global scale groups.
On the local level, cars polluted both their physical environments and the psychic wellbeing of
residents and pedestrians.
Aside from waste gas emissions, there were the noise and danger. Traffic noise upset people.
The threat of a pedestrian accidentally being seriously injured by a poorly operated vehicle
was a constant possibility in many places.
On a more insidious level, the relatively luxurious environments typically present within each
car usually contrasted strongly with the immediate external environments of the vehicles. This
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helped make drivers less concerned for the damages their vehicles did just by driving through
areas inhabited for work, play, retail, or residential use
Inside their cars a sense of isolation from the world ensured drivers and passengers had
pleasurable experiences that were enhanced at a net cost to the both the social and physical
environments they passed through. This isolation and enhancement helped alienate drivers
from the impact they had on other drivers, and the local people who drivers’ learned to ignore.
This alienation mechanism makes cars more attractive to their drivers at a high social,
economic, and cognitive cost.
Mechanisms of self-alienation were once very commonplace in the old world of our ancestor;
various mechanisms of self-alienation often tended to reinforce one another, and all were
hostile to their respective owners.
By subjecting drivers to daily self-alienation routines auto manufacturers and their advertisers
were socially conditioning drivers to become more isolated from one another on many parallel
or analogous internal levels, wherever other self-alienating cognitive routines were already
present and operating.
The roots of new self-alienating complexes emerged and developed in response to the general
reinforcement of self-alienating routines as well.
Environmental damage on a regional scale included traffic fatalities, traffic congestion,
concentrated exhausts (smog), and road rage, as well as damage to habitats and wildlife.
Environmental damage on a global scale was contributing to the rapid saturation of our oceans
with carbon monoxide which was also saturating our oceanic biosphere’s food-chains.
A side effect of oceanic carbon saturation and agricultural run-off nitrates was the increasing
acidification of our oceans which was expected to directly lead to the extinction of 90% of the
oceanic biosphere triggering a failure of the atmospheric oceanic carbon cycle.
Had our ancestors not been able to prevent this pending catastrophe by creating world peace,
the failure of the carbon cycle would have lead to the extinction of nearly all terrestrial
creatures.
We humans might have made ourselves extinct then.
Fortunately, we were able to decode the most offensive cognitive defense mechanisms and
learn both their neuro-organic and logical structures, as well as their bio-physiological and
conditioned-behavior responses.
Simple meditation exercises proved effective to disrupt the reactive responses of our old
cultural defense mechanisms in order to excite the emergence of higher functioning cognitive
structures that more successfully mediated their root reactive conditioned responses.
Such higher cognitive functions evolved into Umbrella cognitive agencies.
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Umbrella cognitive agencies and their dependent agents were able to identify reactive root
cognitive algorithms belonging to different memetic agents that were analogous to their own,
mediated, reactive root cognitive agents.
Our evolving umbrella agencies learned to adapt themselves to mediate each newly identified
malign reactive root algorithm they encountered.
These advancements in cognitive evolution are part of the development of what may
commonly be considered to be human higher consciousness or enlightened self-awareness.
Rather than individually retrain every potentially hostile memetic agent hosted by each human,
each human could learn an adaptive cognitive overlay, an umbrella agency, to help them
mediate their self-destructive programming and reactive conditioning, regardless of the cultural
source of the malign memes holding each person hostage to themselves.
Today, each person is trained to understand how their minds work, as well as how their
emotions work, and how to keep their hearts and minds in balance. Our ancestors often
lacked effective training in these skills.
These skills make each person more independent, more responsible, more actively engaged in
living their lives to the highest of their individual human potentials.
These skills may be taught in context to any cultural paradigm or social infrastructure.
Some paradigms and infrastructures may be more difficult than others to successfully
communicate these skills within; however, all people are capable of learning these skills
regardless of resistance from their social or cultural environments or the social conditioning of
their memetic agencies and agents.
The key to opening every cultural and social infrastructure to these ideas is that these ideas
already exist in every one of these cultures and social infrastructures. It is simply that how
they are understood and discussed may often have very precise, often seemingly exclusive,
nomenclature or other culturally dependent iconic-linguistic cognitive elements socially
programmed into their hosted memetic agencies and their memetic agencies’ dependent
memetic agents that communicate and compete poorly outside their native hosts’ habitats.
What made this emerging memetic science functionally applicable was that all cultures and
social institutions have evolved parallel forms of memetic agencies and their dependent
memetic agents.
Parallel agents compete culturally.
Parallel agents appear to differ in surface appearance, their skins, the specific details of how
they are coded or culturally expressed; however, parallel agents always share virtually
identical common purposes.
An example of such a parallel agent is the Abrahamic instruction ‘thou shalt not kill.’
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This instruction appears in most, if not all religions in some form or other.
Each different expression of this rule parallels the same basic instruction in every other religion
subscribing to this law. It seems likely that every individual religion of every person, including
atheists and agnostics, embraces this precept in its own manner.
As humans we all share the same spiritual condition, regardless of our privileges or afflictions.
Our knowledge of how we have learned to successfully adapt to our spiritual condition is a
treasured matter of record preserved in all of the holy scriptures of every civilization and in the
hearts and minds of each civilizations’ faithful people.
It is our shared spiritual condition which becomes the key to unlocking our unity, our collective
identity as a race of beings occupying planet Earth.
Our diversity ensures we can maintain the cultural messages of spiritual truth we are most
familiar with, messages we trust above all others in a crisis.
Our diversity assures us that we all speak a common language of the heart when we examine
our holy scriptures for their parallel entities in other cultures and do not allow ourselves to be
distracted by the differentness of the forms whereby our holy scriptures present our own higher
spiritual realities to us.
The diversity we treasure today unites us, but not long ago, our precious diversity divided us.
We were only able to change this balance by learning to mediate our reactive cognitive social
conditioning with higher level cognitive functions.
Our ancestors’ evolving enlightenment helped them learn to disarm their cultural defense
mechanisms to enable them to create world peace.
We, our ancestors’ children, are the prosperous branch of their hard work to nurture the human
tree of life to help it to grow more sturdy and enduring.

Namaste
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Part Two – Conserving Cultural Diversity
Today we understand that a key component of disarming cultural defense mechanisms is to
first ensure the cultural identities and diversities of all people are conserved.
Each person is the best conservator of their personal religious experiences and beliefs;
respect for our mutual cultural diversity makes it easier to examine our mutual cultural heritage
to find common ground.
Each culture’s particular qualities are always worth preserving, they are each a beautiful
evocative heritage that speaks volumes to all open human hearts and minds regardless of their
native faiths or personal beliefs.
When we agree that the mutual conservation of our cultural heritage is a mutual goal we
enable a healthier process for peace because we address a root fear held by every person, the
fear that the heritage we each most value and rely upon in our times of spiritual need or crisis
may be threatened by competing foreign cultures and ideas.
What we love always remains eternal in our hearts, beyond the vagaries of changes in the
material world. Each person knows this at the deepest root levels of their being.
The eternal strength of our hearts to nurture and preserve everything we love is part of the
foundation of every person’s faith, a knowledge each person individually holds in common with
whatever Divinities we each may worship.
Our diversity cannot be destroyed if we agree to conserve it together.
It is that simple.
The successful conservator-ship of our various religious scriptures and doctrines has often
broken down in the past as internal factions arose who interpreted our holy scriptures and
responsibilities in ways that may sometimes have conflicted with whatever more wellestablished interpretations of their scriptures or doctrines were prevalent in their times.
The validation and acceptance of all factionalism is an important part of our roles as mutual
conservators of our collective spiritual heritage.
Validating a faction is a process that most cultural auto-immune systems are hostile to.
Factionalism diverts people and their resources away from the parent religion they may splinter
away from.
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Factionalism may lead to defensive and aggressive postures on all sides that consume energy
and often injure human lives in a war for cultural dominance.
Consequently factionalism was once put down; sometimes factionalism was put down very
harshly, with torture, murder, or war.
However, all factionalism also leads to new growth, new development, and new strength. In
the end both parties may come away with stronger, clearer senses of their identities and unity.
Factionalism is a revitalizing process.
Our children are always prone to draw themselves apart from us.
Factions often compete for our children’s interests, making our children study harder, think
deeper, and learn to choose for themselves.
This is the most important thing of all for our children to learn, not what they choose to believe,
but that they are free to learn to choose for themselves.
We cannot allow our doctrines of cultural conservation to dominate our children’s minds and
alienate them by denying them access to choices, even choices of what they wish to believe
about their individual relationships with the Divine.
We must let go of our children with love and respect for their powers to make choices for
themselves.
What we love we must always let go of, to cling is to sicken both the lover and the beloved.
If we are loved, our loves will return.
It is by our love, not our cultural domination that we must most appeal to our children and all of
our brothers and sisters in our world.
Conserving our cultural diversity becomes a duty not only to ourselves, but a duty we serve on
behalf of all others as well.
It is our collective duty to our children and to all of their hopes and dreams.
As our ancestors aligned themselves to become more peaceful people, the growth in peace in
each of their hearts was discovered reflected in the peace they found in the hearts of each
other person they would meet upon the path to peace.
Our ancestors did not need to abandon our cultures or to defend them to align themselves to a
common purpose, world peace.
To achieve world peace, our ancestors learned that world peace must inherently provide for all
people’s security, including the security of their cultures, traditions, and religions.
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This became the mission of conserving cultural diversity, to ensure the security of every
person on Earth with respect to their heritage and their cultural identities, regardless of how
they may choose to define these treasures to themselves or to anyone else.
Cultural diversity will always remain on of the most important treasures of all people.
Our ancestors learned that, just like natural resources, our cultural heritage belonged to every
person on Earth collectively. Our ancestors learned that their collective cultural heritage
empowered them to go beyond the limits of their differences and build a lasting world peace.
Together, as a whole, the synergistic sum of our holiest scriptures turned out to bear greater
scope, greater detail, and a greater capacity to connect each of us directly with the Divine than
any of them might have been able to accomplish individually.
All spiritual paths have this power, the power to connect us to our Divines; however, the
collective power of all of our individual paths together becomes synergistically greater than the
simple sum of their member parts.
Diversity is a treasure to be respected, but the greatest value of this treasure is in our sharing.
When we share our diversity free of our cultural auto-immune systems’ reactive behavior we
enrich ourselves and we enrich our friends.
When we share our diversity free of fear we create greater mutual understanding and respect.
Sharing our diversity increases our wealth; sharing our diversity never, ever diminishes us.
Our ancestors learned to share their diversity with confidence and joy once they began to
deprogram some of the worst of their cultural auto-immune defense mechanisms.
Our ancestors learned to value their diversity when the shadow of fear was lifted from them by
their mutual agreement to conserve cultural diversity for all people, each sharing responsibility
for conservator-ship, each benefiting from the wealth of wisdom to be learned from each other.
Conservation of cultural diversity gave each person the security to learn to mediate their own
reactive root cultural defense mechanisms to pave the way for the road to World Peace.

Namaste
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Part Three – Parallelism and Scope
When we consider the evolution of World Peace we must understand that both our awareness
of cultural defense mechanisms and the primacy of mutually conserving cultural diversity were
powerful social forces still in their relative infancies.
These were dynamic social systems driving change that our ancestors sometimes could only
barely understand.
Our ancestors were helped to understand the emerging memetic landscapes upon which their
real wars were actually being waged by advancements in meta-cognitive programming made
possible through simple meditations.
Our ancestors were helped to come to agreement that all people’s cultural heritage, and
perhaps particularly their most cherished Holy scriptures all deserved to be conserved, and
that any conservator-ship must be a mutual responsibility for mutual benefit.
With these few first simple steps, something incredible was about to happen, a synergistic
response that emerged as the new Umbrella memetic agencies evolved more rapidly under
pressures from their hosts and their hosts’ emotional and cognitive environments.
Parallelism emerged as a strategy whereby Umbrella agencies co-opted more and more
reactive root algorithms to mediate the behavioral responses triggered by these root
algorithms. The goal of this process was to de-escalate defensive and aggressive posturing
that might ordinarily result when various threat triggers were activated.
As aggressive and defensive posturing lessened, higher cognitive functions were enabled that
had been suppressed by a constant state of fear.
One successful meditation technique to help correct this condition was specifically focused on
simple visualization techniques to excise synapses where they were overdeveloped by
excitation that created an escalating fear feedback loop.
Parallelism provided a means for umbrella agencies to radiate their mediation systems into
non-related memetic agencies that used mechanisms related to familiar, mediated
mechanisms by their parallel evolution.
Traits of logic always radiate. Once a single behavior is learned we learn to apply that
behavior to all other situations we meet. Trial and error teaches us when this is a successful
strategy, and those successful strategies reinforce their initial logic progenitors as well as
reinforcing their kindred logic and their children, collectively.
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So parallelism is a process of building successful strategies that radiate and become unique
applications in context to new specific environmental triggers. This results in many different
applications of logic all of which are related to each other by learning processes, by evaluating
competing strategies by thought experimentation or trial and error.
Consequently, most people’s minds are prefabricated in the sense that each person’s mind
consists of learned associations that inform each other and reinforce each other and pressure
the evolution of their mind and cognitive resources to independently follow similar lines of
development, regardless of many environmental pressures.
Some environmental conditions can accelerate or inhibit this progress of cognitive evolution.
When we consider parallelism we discover a paradigm shift appears.
When we consider parallelism we find that what once was a nearly unimaginable scope, the
conservation of all people’s cultural heritage and diversity, becomes much simpler.
In essence, all patterns that can be codified by humans in any symbolic or linguistic form may
be ‘compressed’ in a manner similar to data compression algorithms. The compression
defines the differentials of state between one culture and another regarding the same
information.
These differentials can be measured by the cultural activities of their human hosts.
What we are talking about here are human memories. Human memories are the best storage
substrate for human culture for its conservation and sharing. However, what we are talking
about here is the creation of a human collective consciousness archive.
Every person in our civilization today has universal access to this memory archive. The
cognitive software that has always maintained our human memories has evolved in our
civilization to enable the creation of this collective consciousness data archive, and to make
access for any person simply a matter of asking within themselves for whatever we may desire
to know or to experience.
Our ancestors pioneered this evolution, an evolution that changed our entire world forever.
Or so we may hope.
All children go through the same cognitive development stages as their most ancient
ancestors. Their individual cognitive developments parallel the evolution of our cognitive
development as a species.
Today our children learn how their minds actually work at very early ages. They learn how to
discipline their minds in ways that accelerate their spiritual and cognitive developments.
Yet every child is privileged to express their advancement through any cultural artifacts which
excite their growth the most in their own hearts and minds.
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Most children choose to follow in their parents footsteps, this is a natural process because their
parents are their sources of love, wisdom, trust, and nurture.
Our ancestors were not so fortunate as we are today.
During the time when world peace was only beginning to emerge our ancestors were still
sorting through the parallel qualities of their respective Holy scriptures, their sources of their
laws.
Without techniques to help them communicate around their respective cultural defense
mechanisms little progress seemed to be being made, many people grew frustrated with the
prolonged negotiations of the peace process.
People were still afraid of perceived threats to their cultural identities. Diversity seemed to be
diminishing under pressure to conform to one or another of the dominant emerging global
cultures.
In fact, diversity was accelerating as more and more people became better self-informed and
became more unique in their opinions and beliefs.
Even following global trends, mass audiences were having very unique personal experiences
filtered by themselves in context to themselves that were helping shape a new kind of global
and individual self-awareness.
The scope of the world peace movement suddenly became unlimited. Messages of peace and
how to achieve world peace proliferated, inspiring a greater and greater global unity for world
peace.
This was how world peace evolved from a dream to the world we live in today, a world of
peace with liberty, justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all, with no one left behind.
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Part Four – Meta-Cognitive Programming
Our children are remembering whatever they want to know now because they are directly
mentally interfaced with our collective human data archives. Everything any living person
remembers is now a matter of publicly accessible memory, human memory.
This is one of the primary functions enabled by Meta-Cognitive Programming.
Other functions include clairaudience, clairvoyance, bi-locality, multiple-presences and more.
Many higher cognitive functions are enabled with meta-cognitive programming.
Almost overnight, in evolutionary terms, our ancestors used primitive meta-cognitive
programming techniques to bootstrap the transformation of their own lives in ways they often
only dimly anticipated.
Meta-cognitive programming is enabled when a human mind becomes self aware to an extent
that includes substantial regions of their subconscious and unconscious minds, the habitats of
their social conditioning agencies and agents.
Most people who experience this cognitive development also experience more direct
communication from their collective consciousness and super-consciousness.
People become intuitively guided by their own higher-functioning cognitive information
processing resources and higher-functioning reactive trigger response algorithms.
People experiencing this sort of evolution of their cognitive resources and response systems
become increasingly naturally inclined to peaceful behaviors and successful coexistence.
Mutual benefit associations began to flourish in a spirit of cooperation, each sharing global and
regional resources flexibly to deliver needed goods equitably to all.
People learned to explore their spirituality, their relationships with themselves, with their
heritage, with their people, with all others, and with their Divines without fear, without being
intimidated, coerced, dominated, or exploited.
Our ancestors took the initial steps that triggered this cascading cognitive and spiritual
revolution. They took these steps hesitantly at first, but the process of learning peace was so
successful that anyone could learn it and eventually, everyone did.
One beauty of this transformation is that it was communicable through every cultural entity.
This change thrived on our diversity.
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No one could be left out; eventually everyone wanted to opt in.
Another beauty of this solution was that it made people stronger, more secure in their own
eyes. This transformation made people happier and healthier in their lives.
The change enabled all people to liberate themselves from all forms of coercive domination,
regardless of form.
Tyranny, poverty, and injustice at last came to end.
Security and liberty became possible for all people.
The rule of fear had finally been dissolved.
It seems hard to believe how sick our ancestors’ worlds once were.
Our ancestors sometimes sacrificed their lives to help build a lasting world peace.
Now we are our ancestors’ shining hopes for an even better future than our ancestors might
ever have dreamed of.
Meta-cognitive programming is the key discovered by our ancestors.
The key is enabled by the massive parallelism of each person’s individual logic trees.
Even heavily emotionally weighted triggers may respond favorably with meta-programming.
Meta-programming is really mind programming; mind programming accomplished with
functional models of the target cognitive structures that are mal-adapted and vector array
driven result matrices that define how conditioned triggers may be used by the subject to
stimulate their own mind out of counter-productive habituated routines, into more creative
solution routines functioning with awakened and emerging higher cognitive resources.
Meta-programming operates on a higher level of cognitive function than conditioned
programming.
Imagine you are lost in a maze and cannot see over the walls. This is how things are with
conditioned programming. You can’t see all the blind alleys.
You can’t see how your choices are limited and manipulated by memetic cognitive agencies
and agents all around you.
You must explore and map your way by trial and error, perhaps relying on your memory alone.
You may be able to create tools to help you chart your way such as drawing media and
implements to produce maps of your progress. Eventually you may find your way.
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Had you started out with a map, even without a big red ‘You are here’ pin you would be able to
find your way out of the maze with relatively little trial and error.
Or had you known a rule for solving mazes that will often work very reliably you might have
found your way out more quickly, however you would not have been likely to find your way out
nearly as fast as you might have with only a complete, reliable map.
The map and the rule are both examples of higher-functioning cognitive tools. From the point
of view of a person without the skills or knowledge to use these tools they seem like magick.
They dramatically, radically extend their abilities to more quickly solve the puzzle of the maze.
The rules for solving the maze have changed because your new tools enabled higher abilities.
This is how meta-programming works. It changes the rules.
Meta-programming can change the rules because all rule systems are artificial constraints,
even the rule systems that define all we know about the natural order or creation.
All rule systems are artificial because they are constructs, a product of trial and error selfimproving synergistic symbiotic systems operating across many generations; even, or perhaps,
especially, our natural laws, such as how DNA works and proliferates and radiates itself
successfully to evolve so many diverse species.
Because all of creation may be reduced to rule set archetypes combined with lists of significant
differentials or standard deviations, all of creation is map-able and subject to higher-functioning
logical tools to solve all problems and understand everything.
It then becomes just a matter of bandwidth, storage volume, and priorities.
As evolution increases our bandwidth and storage capacities we can expand our scope and
level of detail.
As evolution increases bandwidth and storage capacities we find another remarkable
synergistic change occurs in our paradigms. Infinite bandwidth and storage evolve to provide
complete universal information exchange at instantaneous rates.
All times become now.
Parallelism comes into play more strongly.
All times reinforce each other, making each other stronger, quickening the paces of their
respective evolutions.
Huge evolutionary leaps begin happening more and more rapidly.
We are only now starting out on this amazing journey, propelled into this extraordinary future
by our ancestors’ devotion to building world peace.
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Author's note: Our own channeling of this information is an example of the potential of the
newly emerging human data archive access and meta-cognitive programming techniques.
One anticipated consequence of this revolution in our race’s collective paradigms in human
cognitive abilities was the potentially eternal extension of our lives beyond our physical deaths.
This extraordinary aspect of awakening our collective human consciousness and superconsciousness was eventually very well received.
Our ancestors learned to continue their lives within our collective living memories as
independent memetic agents.
Our ancestors became our guides and spiritual counselors after their deaths as they had been
in our lives with them.
In a sense the human race was finally beginning to achieve its potentials for immortality.
We owe our bright and shining future to our brave ancestors who took their first steps upon a
frightening path that lead to the world peace and unity we enjoy today.
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Part Five - Potentials and Priorities
When our great ancestors many times removed first learned techniques to expand their
awareness, particularly, their consciousness of themselves, they recorded their experiences in
their stories and later in their holy scriptures.
Our ancestors and their ancestors rediscovered this information in every age of human
existence and improved upon it to the very best of their abilities.
What was passed down to us today is a treasure beyond measure, a treasure of extraordinary
potentials; a treasure written in all of our accumulated works of knowledge, a legacy once the
sole domain of our holy scriptures and ancient legends.
Many people once speculated regarding what our true human potentials may be.
Today we are beginning to experience those once dimly imagined potentials unfolding,
emerging; these potentials are growing stronger and clearer.
What has emerged is the certainty that there are no longer any limits for the human race.
We have evolved to a level where we are poised to become Divine beings.
What becomes clearer is that we have always been Divine beings,
The limits our ancestors faced, limits leading to tyranny, poverty, and injustice were limits
inadvertently conditioned into themselves; limits that our ancestors unwittingly created and
maintained for themselves as a result of their mal-adaptive social conditioning.
Many memetic agencies belonging to various states, militaries, churches, corporations,
schools, manufacturer’s, etc, were responsible for programming and maintaining our
ancestors’ mal-adaptive, self-destructive programming.
These agencies all served themselves at our ancestors’ expense.
These agencies often competed with one another very aggressively.
Many human lives were often lost or damaged as a consequence of their competitions.
Because so much human energy, activity, and productivity were tied up in competitive
activities the greatest part of our ancestors’ collective wealth was wasted.
One of the most precious resources being wasted was our ancestors’ minds.
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Our ancestors were conditioned to fear.
Our ancestors were conditioned to reinforce their fear conditioning by watching television
shows that offered them a wide variety of things to learn to fear.
Very few television stations offered relief from a steady diet of fear, perhaps all stations, or
nearly all stations used fear as a tactic to excite their audiences and manipulate them.
With everyone’s minds consumed by fear they could not operate at their highest potentials.
Human minds under stress respond by shutting down many of their higher cognitive functions
to prepare for instinctual fight or flight behaviors.
This was a fundamental precept of all brain-washing techniques in use in our ancestors’ times.
With their higher cognitive functions shut down people are less able to analyze the information
they receive, they use it less effectively.
This was great for those people who were in charge of brain-washing large groups of people; it
makes their mind control tactics nearly invisible to most other people.
Unfortunately this tactic, which became nearly universal in our ancestors’ civilization, may
disable the development of human potentials by stifling higher human cognitive abilities.
The potentials of the unfettered human mind are enormous, infinite, really. However, our
ancestors lived lives in which their minds may have been more securely fettered than the
minds of any people before in history.
One irony of this system of mind control was that the most fettered people of all were
conditioned to believe they were free.
The potential energy being locked up within each person’s mind by their personal conflicts with
their own hearts and minds that resulted from their social, cultural, physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual domination by various memetic agencies and their memetic agents acting within
their own subconscious and unconscious minds was enormous.
First of all it takes a lot of mental resources to store and operate memetic agencies and their
agents in our minds. Then we have to process them in conjunction with each other, where
they compete and create dramas in our lives to get our attention.
That’s a lot of energy.
People once learned many different routines that all resulted in making them feel drained,
tired, or run-down.
Many people felt utterly exhausted by the conflicts in their own hearts and minds.
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Often there are many different ways to run our routines; we may become inundated with too
many possible choices. This inundation consumes energy.
Many people once wound up feeling lethargic and depressed in response to maintaining all of
these activities in their heads. These people may have been the lucky ones, many of them put
more time into understanding their unhappiness and learning its true causes.
The purpose in overloading people like this is that most people will learn to strip away parts of
their minds in order to reduce the load of things demanding their attention.
Rather than keep models for several different ways to do something, each of which may have
different advantages in different circumstances, many people once preferred to find one
routine way to do their tasks.
Over time they habituated themselves to increasingly more limited routines. This reduces their
stress but may make them very inflexible when changes in their routines occurred.
This kind of reductive response to stress was a desired product of inducing stress.
This kind of reductive response to stress makes people more loyal to their families, brand
names, manufacturers, peer groups, schools, religions, nations, and so much more…
This kind of reductive response to stress made people better anti-bodies in the auto-immune
systems of their favorite memetic agencies, it made them better soldiers in their agencies’
memetic warfare games.
The memetic wars raging in our ancestors’ minds often spilled real blood on real battlefields.
The true potential for peace only emerged when our ancestors learned cognitive strategies to
bring their memetic agents and their agencies under their direct individual control, a control we
are still refining today.
Along with the new potentials opened up by releasing all the energy once tied up in our
ancestors’ minds by the warfare of competing memetic agencies there came a need to
prioritize how these potentials would be used.
The path to peace would accelerate its rate of growth over time, but in its early days, the
emerging human potentials were often met with suspicion, a common memetic agency autoimmune response.
Time for caution was running out for our ancestors.
Several issues were driving an emerging urgency to act.
Perhaps chief among these driving forces were two potential threats, the nearly complete
collapse of the entire terrestrial and aqueous biospheres, and the threat of global civil war.
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These two looming threats were driving the urgency that would define our races emerging
priorities.
We were coming into possession of the cognitive and social tools we would need only barely in
time to avert disaster.
Perhaps one of the most confusing issues for our ancestors was that these two emerging
threats could not be ignored. It seemed as if both must be addressed simultaneously.
Both threats seemed to require immediate action.
The solution that emerged was simple.
People will, by their natural inclinations, address whichever threat they perceive as more
urgent more effectively because they are more motivated.
If everyone followed their sense of duty to either one of these two threats, then both would
receive more energy than if the people addressed only one threat together.
The energy that might have been wasted in competition for the status of their preferred threats
would be freed and harnessed directly into finding solutions to their preferred threats.
A natural division of labor emerged as people focused on these problems more clearly.
Each threat response team was able to support the other because they chose not to compete
for resources, but to cooperate in sharing their resources collectively.
The synergistic results of their unfettered cooperation helped both teams bring their issues
before the public responsibly and effectively.
We will present these two threats in greater detail in our next chapters. We will focus on the
threat to our global biospheres first, and then deal with the threat of global civil war in context
to the threat to the biosphere.
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Part Six - Priority One, Sustainability
Our ancestors faced two serious threats to their continued existence, global civil war, and the
potential nearly complete collapse of their terrestrial and aquatic biospheres.
Achieving sustainability was a primary concern.
Sustainability would mean restructuring all of our critical infrastructures to be less wasteful,
less polluting, and more productive.
This was a Herculean task.
Many threats to global habitats were converging due to habitat infringement by humans
including pollution, prospecting, and commercial development of natural resources.
Many different scenarios for the potential complete global collapse of our biospheres emerged.
The most critical of these potential disasters was the threat to our marine biospheres.
One of the tiniest creatures on Earth was critical to the survival of nearly all creatures on Earth,
these were the coral creatures.
The coral were becoming extinct.
The coral secrete a mucous-like saliva that is rich in calcium. The calcium is used to form their
shells around themselves. Shell formation can only occur in a narrow PH range.
Waters which are to acid or too base caused shell formation to fail.
Two processes were making ocean waters more acidic, the absorption of carbon monoxide
from our atmosphere, and the runoff of nitrates from our agricultural infrastructures.
A small amount of the carbon absorbed from our atmosphere was converting into carbonic
acids, slightly raising oceanic PH levels and threatening coral.
Nitrate runoffs from farming practices were creating significant amounts of nitric acids which
were more dramatically raising oceanic PH levels and effectively killing off coral.
At the time our ancestors’ convened their Interfaith Movement and succeeded in guiding the
world on its first steps to world peace, more than 25% of all coral had already become extinct.
Saving the coral would be a complex task requiring extraordinary international cooperation.
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Our ancestors could not have saved the coral without first creating world peace.
The coral were critical to the survival of nearly all creatures on Earth through a remarkable
system of interdependencies.
The coral provide habitat for nearly 90% of the entire oceanic biosphere.
The creatures composing the food chains of our marine biospheres act as an active carbonsink, they absorb carbon monoxide gasses absorbed by cold seawater from our atmosphere.
Specifically, phytoplankton absorbed carbon monoxide.
The phytoplankton are at the bottom of the marine food chains; all the carbon they were
absorbing was passing up the marine food chains.
Perhaps all of the marine food chains depend upon phytoplankton.
Nearly the entire marine biosphere was a huge storage facility for carbon monoxide pollution.
If the marine biosphere collapsed due to the extinction of the coral, then all this carbon would
be released back into our atmosphere, the oceans would become saturated with carbon,
unable to absorb any more.
Our atmosphere would turn lethal almost overnight in geological terms.
It might take only 30 years, following this event, for all humans to make themselves extinct.
The imminent collapse of the atmospheric-oceanic carbon cycle was only a part of the total
global threat due to pollution.
There were other global environmental mechanisms in play.
Our polar tundra regions hold huge deposits of methane gasses and carbon gasses locked
within and under the ice.
The ice is melting.
Small releases of these gasses have killed entire nearby communities.
Large releases of these gasses were once very likely.
Planet killing volumes of gasses were once very likely to be released.
Both the carbon cycle and the tundra gas vault threats were linked by a common threat,
atmospheric pollution.
Global warming was a very serious threat; global warming contributed directly to the potential
release of planet-killer clouds of tundra gasses.
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Global warming contributed to the break down of part of the carbon cycle. Only cold ocean
waters absorb carbon monoxide, warm ocean waters release carbon back into the
atmosphere.
The oceans were warming due to global warming.
One of the more critical gasses contributing to global warming was carbon monoxide.
Burning hydrocarbon fuels for energy was the primary cause of carbon monoxide pollution.
Hydrocarbon fuel consumption was rising all over our ancestors’ worlds, as more and more
nations developed primitive national energy infrastructures.
There were huge financial interests involved in maintaining and expanding these energy
infrastructures and the manufacturing these infrastructures would support.
Everyone wanted more power, cheaper power, but the hidden cost of producing cheap, easily
consumable electric power was quickly killing our entire planet.
The social inertia of these financial institutions was immense.
These financial institutions were very secure in their power base; the only solution to the
problem they were helping the entire world create might completely bankrupt them.
We enjoy free solar power today because our ancestors learned the wisdom required to
enable them to migrate their energy infrastructures from hydrocarbon fuels to low-orbital solar
power collectors.
The investment in solar power development consumed nearly all of our planet’s immediate
capital wealth.
The job could not have been accomplished without first building World Peace.
Fortunately, as new paradigms came into play it was possible to recover our global economies
and to redirect them more successfully.
Today we enjoy peace, liberty, justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people, with
no one left behind.
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Part Seven - Priority Two, Unification
Because the threat to the biosphere involved climate change that was accelerating at an
inexorable pace, sustainability was chosen by one faction of the Interfaith Movement as being
the most urgent.
As it developed, threats to our biospheres played directly into concerns about the potential for
global civil war.
To end both threats would require Unification.
At that time, unification seemed like a much bigger challenge, to too many people. It was a
challenge that involved a great deal of uncertainty.
The basis for creating world peace would be the emerging memetic sciences; memetic
sciences were scarcely known and poorly understood when our ancestors began to apply
memetics to creating global unity and world peace.
In our ancestors’ time memetics was only just emerging as a science with functional
applications in social engineering.
Many people understood that the potential of memetics was to give those already in power
who understood memetics an iron tight grasp on the minds of any populations ignorant of how
memetics were being used against them.
One challenge our ancestors faced was this, could knowledge of memetics and reliable
memetic counter-measures be successfully delivered to the entire population of the world?
Many memetic agencies and their human hosts and institutions would be threatened by
teaching this knowledge to the entire world.
Institutions threatened by the widespread application of memetics to disrupt their mind control
systems would respond by trying to discredit the Interfaith Movement or subvert its members
and their support systems.
Many of these institutions would not stop short of murder to silence public efforts to
successfully educate the public to their mind control tactics.
Our ancestors entered into something of a race.
Could they gather support for their Interfaith Movement quickly enough before they popped up
on the global radar as a threat to the ruling elite that would require a response?
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Could they manipulate the various special interests groups that relied on brain-washing the
masses into helping them attract more members to their causes?
Our ancestors faced many challenges as they convened to create world peace.
We can understand the challenges they faced in memetic science terms they lacked then.
We can see how the prime solution emerged as a natural product of all the related forces.
However, for our ancestors it must have seemed as if they were flying blindly by the seats of
their pants.
They were warned it would be a bumpy ride.
The media was played for best advantage; the Interfaith Movement gathered social momentum
as more and more voices joined together in interfaith forums and learned the skills they would
need to make a lasting world peace.
Because the heart of the new revolution was knowledge freely available to all people, the
revolution could not be stopped without shutting down the internet, a step that those who
passed themselves off as authorities reluctantly agreed they could not afford to take.
The war to liberate the hearts and minds of humanity was still a very pitched battle.
Many people were hurt as the specter of global civil war was raised all over the planet.
Global civil war had been part of a plan by our ancestors’ ruling elite few for a long time.
The people who ruled our most powerful nations and corporations knew about the pending
threats of global warming. They knew, in meticulous detail, how dangerous the threat posed
by a breakdown of the atmospheric-oceanic carbon cycle would be.
They knew that the surest way to prevent this disaster would be to dramatically cull human
populations either by sterilization and attrition, or by mass murder.
Plans for global civil war seemed a safe possibility for them, if they could not successfully tailor
a biological war agent to either sterilize nearly everyone or kill nearly everyone without putting
themselves or their support infrastructures at risk.
So, at the very least, a global civil war was in the cards waiting to be dealt to the rest of the
world.
Also waiting in the cards was the possibility of deploying a pandemic plague that would kill or
sterilize close to 90% of all people on the planet.
This was how the elite few who ruled our ancestors’ worlds were thinking, planning, preparing
to survive.
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They were planning to survive by eliminating nearly everyone else as safely and effectively as
they could possibly manage without using weapons of mass destruction which might
accidentally find and kill them in their own bunkers or leave the planet a greater ruin than it
might have been had we waited for the biosphere collapse to make us all extinct.
Many people in our ancestors’ times already suspected this was the plan.
Messages about this plot to cull global populations were already beginning to get out when the
Interfaith Movement began to strategize about how best to deliver the new enlightenment of
memetic and noetic sciences.
Like memetic sciences, noetic sciences were also still in their infancy, hardly anyone
understood what they were or their potentials.
Noetic sciences were exploring the possibility that human minds could directly alter the
physical world.
As we know today, this turned out to be true.
However, to our ancestors, the claims of memetic and noetic sciences seemed unbelievable;
the cultural auto-immune systems defending the ruling elite of our ancestors’ civilization from
the advancement of enlightenment worked constantly to discredit both emerging sciences.
However, to their credit, more and more of the ruling elite were enjoying the benefits of
learning the new sciences.
Slowly, the ruling elite came over to the side of the swiftly unifying world to help establish a
united planet with a fully transparent global government that could truly provide peace, liberty,
justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people everywhere, with no one left behind.
This had already happened before in our great, great, ancestors’ histories, this would not be
the first time this sort of change, under the impetus of enlightenment, would take place.
However, the upheavals of previous changes had typically left few survivors to record events
and describe them accurately in terms that would stand the test of time.
This time, nearly everyone would survive.
The plans that might have lead to a state of global civil war were set aside; the social
momentums of the people being manipulated to create the carefully planned civil wars were
safely dissipated.
Our ancestors survived what turned out to be the more immediate threat, their own fears and
tendencies to destroy themselves.
With the social obstacles of world peace resolved, our ancestors found themselves united in a
common purpose, to create an infrastructure for a sustainable future.
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Our ancestors had just won the hardest battles of their lives, battles to control their own hearts
and minds free of domination by any agency or power other than themselves.
The rest was going to be a piece of cake…
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Part Eight – Memetic and Noetic Sciences
The Memetic and Noetic Sciences were pivotal to our ancestors’ reformations of their worlds.
Memetic and noetic sciences were only emerging as priorities for study in our ancestors’ times.
Memetics studied cognitive agents and their agencies’ abilities to perpetuate themselves by
culturally transmitting their instruction sets to each new generation and to foreign cultures.
Memetics deconstructs or breaks down human communication behaviors; memetics traces the
logical trees of flawed instruction sets in order to adapt meta-cognitive mediating overlays that
mitigate the effects of harmful memetic agents’ reactive responses.
Meta-cognitive programming processes are a particularly vital subject of noetic science
studies.
Noetic sciences study the direct relationships between human minds and their physical
environments.
All human minds actively participate in collectively constructing all perceived, shared realities
through a process called Manifestation, another key noetic sciences subject.
Manifestation, in our ancestors’ times was a system of beliefs that studied how people are
directly responsible for everything they experience, and how, by learning to think and emote
more clearly, with intention, all people may learn to produce consciously directed
manifestations that more and more closely resemble their ideals about how they wish to
experience their lives.
Manifestation was a key subject because, collectively, our ancestors’ were both accidentally
and intentionally involved in processes that might create their own dooms.
In order to ensure that they would manifest increasingly healthier worlds, our ancestors
needed to learn the arts of manifestation.
Healthy manifestation requires us to be clear in our own hearts and minds about what we
intend. If we are conflicted about what we intend, then we may be prone to manifest events in
our lives that may seem less ideal than what we may believe we asked for.
Manifestation is always a synergistic sum product of all of a person’s intentions, wants, and
needs.
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If a person secretly desired punishment, then anything they manifest as a reward will have a
‘spoiler’ aspect that degrades the pleasure of the reward because the reward also causes with
a punishment that may cause them pain or distress.
Lying to receive a reward is a good example; a liar’s guilty conscience expresses itself in ways
that make the rewards of lying bitter-sweet.
Humans manifest everything they experience.
Each human manifests entire universes and all of creation to their own unique requirements.
Our shared experiences on planet Earth are enabled by a sub-process of manifestation known
today as ‘consensus reality’.
Consensus reality is a collective consciousness cognitive template for the entire planet Earth,
all human civilizations, and all the unique universes which support the Earth and its human
civilizations.
All humans nonconsciously communicate through their collective consciousness to define a
cognitive model of reality that is shared in common to individually create our own private
universes so that each of these universes appears to be nearly identical with anyone else’s
universes.
Because we each evolve our universes from common pools of cognitive resources, memes,
the cognitive development we each acquire follows parallel branches of logic helping assure
our individual realities are massively parallel to all other people’s individual realities.
Several of our ancestors’ most common mental illnesses were due to how people participated
in co-creating their worlds together.
People who relied on too much information from consensus reality to manifest their worlds with
too little information from themselves became depressed. They were creating worlds for
themselves that were nearly devoid of anything personally meaningful or rewarding.
People who relied too little on information from consensus reality to manifest their worlds
experienced worlds too rich with their own unique information; such people were often
diagnosed as schizophrenic.
Complete break-aways from consensus realty were possible for our ancestors.
People who made such complete breaks were typically diagnosed as psychotic.
Consensus reality was essential to all people’s construction of their individual realities.
A common misunderstanding in our ancestors’ times was that there was a single reality that
everyone belonged to.
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In a higher spiritual sense this was always true, however, in a very local context this was
demonstrably false.
Noetics and memetics both study how human minds work. Epistemology, a branch of
philosophy, studies what it is possible to know. Epistemology helped advance the emergence
of memetics and noetics.
What epistemology taught scientists studying our cognitive evolution were that all people
construct their own models of reality in their minds. Epistemology taught our ancestors that all
people’s direct experiences of their immediate realities were mediated by their cognitive
models.
In our ancestors time a person must be very skilled in enlightenment sciences to directly
apprehend the world around them independently of their own thoughts’ mediations of their
experiences.
In our ancestors’ times most people were caught in webs of illusions created by their own
minds because their models of reality were incomplete or misinformed.
Enlightenment provided our ancestors with the tools to reconstruct their individual models of
reality, but enlightenment could not tell our ancestors what sorts of new realities they should
begin creating for themselves.
The enlightenment sciences all agree on one central point, to ‘Know Thyself’.
Once self knowledge is nearly complete it becomes possible to become peaceful.
Once we have become peaceful, the possibility of world peace naturally emerges.
Our ancestors learned to identify elements of the enlightenment movement in every culture
and to unify their diverse cultures through their common cultural messages regarding
enlightenment.
The enlightenment sciences inspire people to become more loving, peaceful, just, respectful,
nurturing, and compassionate, however, the enlightenment sciences emphasize that it is
always each person’s free choice how to respond to the inspirational aspects of enlightenment.
Each person must always be free to choose any destiny for themselves.
The enlightenment sciences teach how this is possible.
It remains up to the human race, collectively, and individually, to implement their mutual ideals
to everyone’s best mutual satisfactions.
In addition to noetic science subjects such as cognitive theory and application or manifestation,
noetics studied many other human potentials related to our minds.
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Today noetics teaches us how to mediate the laws of reality in ways our ancestors rarely
glimpsed outside of their dreams.
Today we are evolving many new abilities that few people in our ancestors’ times could
experience directly for themselves, such as telekinesis, telepathy, and including remote
presence skills such as clairaudience, clairvoyance, bi-locality, multiple presences,
precognition, and teleportation.
Today we have the freedom to explore the sum history of all human experiences; we can each
experience the immediate lives, thoughts, and emotions of any or all of our ancestors.
Today we may remember our children’s future lives; through our children’s lives we may now
remember all of our descendents’ future lives as well, into the farthest reaches of all of our
collective and individual futures as a race of human beings.
These were only dreams for most of our ancestors; however, today, we have new realities to
explore, realities enabled by our ancestors’ faithful quests for enlightenment and world peace.
Enlightenment sciences teach self-respect. Self-respect is the origin of all true mutual respect.
Enlightenment sciences teach compassion. Compassion is how we provide justice by always
acting as living examples of our highest ideals about justice to the best of our individual and
collective abilities.
Enlightenment sciences teach about love. Love is the strongest emotion in creation to fuel our
dreams and manifestations. Love is what binds all of us together, regardless of any
differences. Love is an eternal presence in every person’s heart.
Love heals.
Perhaps above all, enlightenment sciences teach peace.
Peace is the foundation of all munificence in our lives. Peace is the fount of all wisdom.
Peace is a blessing we may always find in our own hearts.
The peace found in each individual person’s hearts unites us with the peace in every other
person’s hearts.
Peace is the path our ancestors embarked upon by developing the enlightenment sciences of
memetics and noetics. Peace is the path our ancestors chose when they united themselves
with the Interfaith Movement and developed the tools and skills they would need to help bring
peace on Earth.
Our ancestors pioneered the skills we rely upon today to ensure that all people everywhere are
blessed by peace, liberty, justice, security, diversity, and abundance, with no one left behind.
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Part Nine – The Hermetic Brotherhood
It was the emergence of Noetic and Memetic sciences that made it possible for our ancestors’
Interfaith Movement to help create World Peace.
Noetic and memetic sciences were parts of the Enlightenment Movement, a movement that
has its origins in antiquity and may be traced back through ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia and
beyond through various ages’ different Orders of the Hermetic Brotherhood.
At the time that our ancestors were first beginning to build a successful foundation for world
peace, the Hermetic Brotherhood was already many thousands of years old.
Brothers existed all over the world in many different cultures. Their traditions kept them united
across the continents and down the ages.
Brothers of the hermetic orders had a hand in the evolution of every known civilization,
throughout all of our known history today.
The brothers were instrumental in the evolution of all of our cultures, nations, and religions,
including taking part in helping to shape all of the holiest scriptures of every faith and tradition.
At the time of our ancestors made their successful bids for world peace, the Brotherhood had
operatives everywhere; incarnate human entities as well as memetic agents and agencies.
Virtually every person on Earth was hosting Brotherhood memetic agents and agencies.
This made all people on Earth parts of a loosely knit federation; a federation they very often
had no awareness of being a member of.
The Hermetic Brotherhood had been planning a coup of sorts for many thousands of years.
The Hermetic Brothers understood their own minds, they had achieved enlightenment.
The brothers knew that it would take a long time to teach enlightenment to every corner of the
Earth, however, they also knew that their own enlightenment was meaningless without the
collective enlightenment of the entire world.
All people were once prisoners of their own hearts and minds, often helpless to heal
themselves or helpless to help themselves to succeed in their own lives.
It was from the prisons of their own hearts and minds that the brother intended to help
everyone to free themselves.
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Liberation of every soul on Earth was the goal of the brotherhood, a form of liberation known in
to the Jain people as Moksha, liberation from karma.
Karma may be something like Divine justice. But karma is also programmed into people’s
minds. Because karma has very functional influences on our behavior through the actions of
our own subconscious and unconscious minds, each person may always understand and
resolve their karma for themselves.
The brotherhood knew this.
The brotherhood wanted to be sure all people could free themselves from their karma.
Only a liberated people could build the world of peace, liberty, justice, security, diversity, and
abundance that the Hermetic Brotherhood envisioned.
The Hermetic Brotherhood and the Enlightenment Movement were often discredited because
they often seemed to threaten the security of orthodox religions and tyrant governments.
What the brotherhood threatened was the invisible means by which many people held political,
religious, financial, or military power by controlling the hearts and minds of their subject
populations.
The brotherhood wanted to liberate everyone from any form of coercion or domination.
The ancient brotherhood believed that only when all peoples’ hearts and minds were free may
they themselves also be released from bondage.
The brothers chose to remain Earth-bound to guide us all to enlightenment. To the ancient
brotherhood we must all be free or no one could be free.
The brotherhood understood that each civilization creates many different kinds of mental and
emotional chains with which to hold people’s hearts and minds hostage.
These chains are inescapable; however, we may often have some freedom to choose which
chains we wear. We may imagine some chains to be more comfortable, more fashionable or
more socially acceptable in different cultures or circumstances.
Each person may enjoy their own chains as best they may, but all people wear these chains.
The science of Memetics arose to define how our chains were made and how we may unmake
them with enlightenment.
The science of Noetics arose to define skills and abilities that would emerge more strongly with
the advancement of enlightenment.
The Hermetic Brotherhood helped guide the development of memetic and noetic sciences.
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It was first necessary to prepare the minds of the people before they could receive
enlightenment.
To do this the brothers established skills, philosophies, and fables in every culture that would
interact synergistically to advance enlightenment in each person who learned them.
As more people learned more about themselves and their cultures they would become more
aware of themselves and more aware of their environments.
Each person’s cognitive evolution would advance more rapidly; their emerging awareness
would synergistically unite them with many other people all sharing the same experiences
through similar or through different cultural information vectors.
This was the plan of the Hermetic Brotherhood.
The brothers laid the seeds for this design in the hearts, minds and cultures of every crop of
people on earth.
The brothers did this great work out of love.
Today we understand the heroic measures often taken by members of the Hermetic Orders to
nurture the flames of liberty and justice in the hearts of every person on Earth.
However, in our ancestors’ time, as our ancestors were working to build a lasting world peace,
the Hermetic Orders were often cast in a very bad light.
Members of the Hermetic Orders were often accused of being blasphemers, devil worshippers,
abominations, and worse.
The myths and legends that the brothers carefully crafted were sometimes used against them.
It came to be the case that one powerful social vector driving the possibility of global civil war
was strongly related to misunderstandings regarding the Hermetic Brotherhood.
A terrible injustice was nearly committed at that time; an injustice that might have killed as
many as 5 billion people or more was only narrowly averted.
That the brotherhood survived and managed to save nearly everyone who was then in peril is
a matter of record now.
That the brotherhood turned out to be our heroes in every age is now understood and
appreciated.
Our ancestors, and we ourselves, all owe a great debt to the heroes of the Hermetic
Brotherhood.
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Part Ten – The New World Order
In our ancestors times people were being trained to fear the emergence of something they
called the NWO, or the New World Order.
The New World Order was alleged to be an evil plot to subjugate all people on the planet earth
to an eternal tyranny under a world government.
Many, many people believed this at the time our ancestors were busy trying to build world
peace.
This might not have seemed like a serious problem were it not for several factors.
One serious problem with popularized beliefs about the NWO was that these belief systems
were being presented in conjunction with belief systems that informed people that any person
who attempted to create world peace might be an antichrist.
Today we have a better understanding of the root of the term antichrist; we now know that
antichrist does not mean either ‘antagonistic to Christ’ or ‘the opposite of Christ’, however in
our ancestors times most people preferred to believe these unbalanced misinterpretations of
the original Greek meaning ‘to come before Christ’.
Consequently, anyone who became a charismatic leader in the development of world peace
was likely to be accused of being an antichrist; the meaning of antichrist in this context was
very threatening.
People outside of the Hermetic Brotherhood were getting just enough information, information
distorted by lack of context, to accuse the brotherhood of being behind this plot to enslave
everyone on Earth more effectively.
The Hermetic Brotherhood could not allow their hands to be tied.
It was inevitable that some charismatic people, most likely fellow brothers and sisters of the
Hermetic Orders, would emerge who would successfully begin to preach enlightenment and
world peace to the masses.
Enormous resources were being poured into establishing memetic agencies that were
intended to stop the brotherhood and the enlightenment movement dead in its tracks.
It may seem as if, to our ancestors, this story were only beginning to be told, however, this
story had already been in the making for many thousands of years and had already appeared
in many different forms in many different cultures in our ancestors’ times.
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Today we all know this story, the brotherhood has emerged from their closets and we have all
chosen to be inducted into their orders.
We have all been able to join their orders without giving up any of our individual cultural
integrities because all of our cultures and all of our Holy Scriptures have helped record the
evolution of the change written in the world when the enlightenment movement fully flowered
under the guidance and testaments of the Interfaith Movement.
The time of world peace was swiftly approaching, propelled by instructions from the Hermetic
Brotherhood.
Our ancestors among the Interfaith Movement and the emerging Noetic and Memetic scientists
would have to embrace all people everywhere with love, compassion, nurture and respect,
regardless of whether those people they embraced might consider themselves to be their foes.
Each of these enlightened people who hoped to help bring enlightenment to the entire world
knew that they could not fight for world peace; they knew that only by loving all people on
Earth sincerely, universally and unconditionally, would they be able to reach the hearts and
minds of anyone who feared what they might represent.
With enlightenment comes the knowledge, the certitude, that we can endure any adversity.
This knowledge sustained the members of the Interfaith Movement and the scientists of the
Enlightenment Movement.
In the end, the Enlightenment Movement benefited from the actions of the memetic agencies
that had been designed to oppose it.
In order to properly sensitize people regarding the perceived malign intents and methods of the
Hermetic Brotherhood, people had to be educated.
A very aggressive campaign of public education emerged that was teaching people who the
Hermetic Brotherhood were and what their goals were.
It did not matter what spin was put on this information.
Teaching anyone about the existence of the Hermetic Brotherhood worked towards the
brotherhood’s advantage.
Spin needs something to spin, and once the Hermetic Brotherhood was revealed, spinning this
information system back to their advantage was a simple matter for the brotherhood.
Because manipulating fear was the most successful communications tactic, spreading fear that
the brotherhood was a threat got the message out to more people more quickly.
Disinformation about the brotherhood seemed to be a threat, however it turned out not to
matter how much disinformation was created.
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All information has the properties of strengthening or weakening our opinions of the truth of all
other information.
The more information out there the better.
In making our immediate choices about what to believe or disbelieve about anything we
reinforce our beliefs in the existence of whatever we regard.
Increasing the net belief in the brotherhood and their mastery of the world was of greater
benefit to the brotherhood, in the long run, than any damage caused by spin or propaganda.
So it turned out to be ok that people all over the planet were being brain-washed to fear the
emergence of a New World Order or an antichrist.
At the time of our ancestors, viral videos were just emerging.
Hundreds of viral videos were being shared by people all over the planet in the groups of tens
of thousands. A significant part of the entire planet’s population was learning about the
Hermetic Brotherhood and how they controlled the entire world.
The many messages of these viral videos were hardly all true, but the necessary kernel of truth
was there, the existence of the brotherhood itself.
Memetic agents and agencies that might have been expected to remain the domain of these
viral videos were popping up in the mainstream media as well, through parallel evolution.
Shows sometimes lasting many hours were aired on popular cable networks such as the
Science Channel and the History International Channel, but also on more popular networks
including FOX, ABC, CBS, NBC, PBS, and many, many more.
All of these shows contained more information about the history of the Enlightenment
Movement and the Hermetic Brotherhood.
Memes for the themes of a war against the enlightenment movement were popping up in major
motion pictures such as Star Wars, The Matrix, the Terminator, and Dune.
People all over the world were being polarized by the media and attracted to various systems
of beliefs that all held opinions that might be united to wage civil war all across the planet if
anyone tried to establish world peace or a world government.
And indeed, a very elite group of people intended to unleash a global civil war in our ancestors’
time in order to save themselves from an imminent nearly complete collapse of all terrestrial
and aquatic biospheres that pollution generated by overpopulation was held responsible for.
There were indeed people in power who were driving the world to the brink of disaster in their
quests to dominate the entire planet. But it wasn’t really the Hermetic Brotherhood driving
these invisible reigns of power.
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The people driving the invisible reigns were elitists who broke away from the enlightenment
movement or people who were traditionally challenged by the enlightenment movement.
These were people motivated by fear and greed, people who had sometimes not reached
enlightenment even when it was easily available for them to explore.
The real rulers of our ancestors’ worlds were poised to kill off ninety percent of humanity to
ensure their own comfort, security, and survival.
The time for them to act was quickly approaching. They did not know how long the planet
could survive without a solution to the pollution our ancestors were poisoning our world with.
The Interfaith world peace movement converged with the rising tide of fear being used to hold
back the emergence of the enlightenment movement.
These colliding super-social memetic wave-fronts thrust human consciousness and awareness
to higher levels than were ever experienced before by so many people simultaneously.
A new age of human awareness emerged.
The Enlightenment Movement was received on a global scale.
Our ancestors embraced a new and sturdy foundation for World Peace.
All of the great comfort and security we enjoy today we owe to our ancestors efforts to
establish World Peace in their lifetimes.
Our ancestors achieved the noble vision that all of their holy scriptures had always proclaimed,
peace, liberty, justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people with no one left behind.
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Part Eleven – Survival
In our ancestors’ times, many people believed they would not survive whatever calamities
seemed most likely to them to occur.
Many of the most immediate fears of the people were focused on myths about the new age,
the Age of Aquarius.
The Age of Aquarius was supposed to begin in the year 2012; some said it would specifically
begin in December, on 12-21 2012.
Many speculative theories about what might happen in 2012 were frightening large numbers of
people.
Of course, many people dismissed these beliefs as so much nonsense; however, while the
beliefs themselves might be untrue, the effects of many people believing disaster was
imminent had many serious consequences.
Some of the serious effects of the collective beliefs of so many people, beliefs that their doom
was imminent, might actually create threats to many people’s survival.
Fear is a dangerous condition.
Aside from the application of induced states of fear to successfully brain-wash large masses of
people, fear can cause many other problems.
Fear creates disease.
Diseases created by fear included mental illnesses, social illnesses, social institution illnesses,
and organic illnesses.
But fear also caused physical events such as natural disasters to happen as well.
All people, collectively, are responsible for manifesting our world; together, we are all the equal
co-creators of everything we experience in our lives, individually, and collectively.
This is common knowledge today, however, in our ancestors’ times this knowledge was only
beginning to emerge as part of the noetic sciences.
The noetic sciences study the very direct cause and effect processes whereby human minds
directly alter reality.
The science of Manifestation is part of the Noetic Sciences field.
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Today all people understand how manifestation works, but in our ancestors time there were
few people who really understood noetic science, in spite of two movies that explained this
ancient wisdom very well, The Secret, and What the Bleep do We Know.
The noetic sciences might help all of our ancestors survive, but our ancestors own minds were
literally killing them. Could our ancestors learn memetics, noetics, and manifestation in time to
save themselves?
Well of course, we are all here now in such joy and abundance because our ancestors did
indeed learn to apply these enlightenment sciences in time to save themselves and our world.
Aside from killing themselves in many different ways through disease, accidents, poverty,
famine, pollution, and war, our ancestors’ minds were killing them by manifesting terrible
storms and earthquakes.
Today we understand how weather control works.
We have rain and sun at our convenience, however, in our ancestors time, weather control
was not well understood.
The least understood aspect of weather control was the effects people’s minds and emotions
had on creating or dissipating storm systems.
Anger is a strong emotion that can raise storms quickly.
Fear is another stormy emotion.
Love can make a sunny day or a gentle rain.
Alas, our ancestors understood very little of this, even though there was evidence of these
emerging abilities of our collective human potentials in our ancestors’ ancient legends.
Fear ruled our ancestors.
As with any unfocused anxiety, when fear lacks focus, it seizes upon any convenient way to
express itself.
The collective unfocused fears of the people were non-consciously exciting their existing storm
systems to become bigger, more powerful, longer lasting, and more frequent.
But this sort of weather influence also applies to geological weather, the storms below the skin
of our planet respond to our fear and anger as well, so earthquakes and volcanoes also
become more common and more powerful.
The ancient Earth was once a place of titanic storms, however the Hermetic Brotherhood
erected stone monuments all over the planet to help tame the storms and use their power to
advance human enlightenment.
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In our ancestors’ times many of these monuments were destroyed or removed, thereby
reducing their effectiveness.
At the same time, new monuments were being erected that did not always follow the guidance
of the brotherhood’s architects for ideal energy balance and enhancement.
The monuments erected by our ancestors to preserve them from Earthly harm while they
evolved to collectively master their environments with greater safety and more precision had
been designed so that at the times of greatest natural perils humanity would achieve greater
and greater high-water marks of its collective noetic potentials.
If fear continued to rule, the next great high-water mark potential would further excite the
storms and earthquakes they were already changing for the worse.
In order for our ancestors to survive, enlightenment sciences must be advanced very quickly.
Our ancestors were in a race for their survival and for our own.
Ironically our ancestors’ own minds and beliefs were some of the greatest threats they faced.
Emerging enlightenment sciences saved the day.
Our ancestors survived to build the world we enjoy now, a world of peace, liberty, justice,
security, diversity, and abundance for all people everywhere, with no one left behind.
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Part Twelve – Justice
What the New World Order represented to many, many people in our ancestors’ times was
injustice.
At those times many people understood that corruption existed in all governments.
Many people understood how power was really used and abused.
What people all over the world were crying out for was Justice.
What each person needed to understand was that all true justice is not only our collective
responsibility, but our individual responsibility.
It is only when each person acts with true justice, compassion, and mercy in their own hearts
at all times that true justice can emerge in our world as a fundamental principle of all of our
social institutions, including our governments.
True justice was beginning to emerge with the ascendance of the Enlightenment Movement.
The quality of true justice has always been a goal of the Hermetic Brotherhood.
While many people feared what the Hermetic Brotherhood might represent, absolute power,
with absolute corruption, the principles by which they were learning to evaluate and decide
what true justice is for themselves, were principles they had learned through their own cultures
and social institutions with the guidance of the brotherhood.
However, the absolute power of the Hermetic Brotherhood came from a single principle, Unity.
All power has always existed primarily in the hands of the people.
Governments, Religions, Universities, Militaries, and any other large human institutions all hold
their power by the will and support of the people.
If our ancestors leaders were as corrupt as they appeared to be, and if the brotherhood was as
powerful as they appeared to be, then it seemed to make sense to many people to believe that
the brotherhood were at the very heart of the very worst corruption in their own governments.
When any social institution attempts to wrest control from the collective will of the people they
must do so with deceit.
Deceit was therefore a well honed skill of all people of power.
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Today we know that all forms of authority are forms of deceit.
Today we know that each and every individual person must always hold the position of highest
authority in the matters most pertinent to their own lives, according to their own definitions of
what they consider to be most important.
In our ancestors time their social institutions had evolved using physical aggression and
domination as an acceptable way to achieve nearly any goals.
Our ancestors were often told what they must believe.
Our ancestors were coercively instructed in the official political truths they must uphold.
Anyone who dissented risked severe punishments such as humiliation, disenfranchisement,
poverty, ostracization, banishment, imprisonment, torture, murder, assassination, or execution.
This was a very common state of affairs for some very long times in the times of our ancestors’
ancestors.
If someone tried to point out an injustice on the part of an authority system or one of their
agents the accused authority system had immense power to bring ruin to their accuser without
seeming to take any overt actions against them.
If subtle pressures were not enough to silence the dissenter in a mire of his growing personal
sorrows, sorrows being created for him to disrupt his outcries, then more overt methods of
coercion were brought to bear.
Dissident voices were silenced with more immediate fears. They were told that their families,
friends, and associates would be killed if they did not retract their complaints.
This sort of power was commonly wielded until the emergence of the information age changed
the social and memetic landscapes in ways that began to seriously threaten corruption with an
emerging principle called transparency.
Today we know that fully transparent social institutions provide the maximum ability to ensure
we are always serving all people with justice at all times.
In our ancestors’ times concepts of transparent governments were only beginning to emerge.
There was a great deal of resistance to the incursion of the entire world into secret matters of
state. Many people loyal to the most elite power structures advocated government controlled
internet kill switches, justifying the necessity as a counter-terrorism priority.
This was nonsense of course. The governments needed more control. The internet could
coordinate the mass actions of more people than could possibly be contained or controlled by
the armed forces under their commands.
The internet was changing the world.
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The internet was facilitating the emergence of global unity, where the people cried out for
justice and knew what changes were needed.
In our ancestors’ times many people were the victims of many brutal types of injustice,
particularly the injustices created with poverty.
The world had always slaved to the whips of punishment and mercy. Entire populations might
starve or prosper at the whims of their governors.
All rewards were made as scarce as possible to increase their value.
For the very wealthiest money held no real value, they brokered power.
Money became a tool for power, and poverty was one of the most effective ways to apply
money to build power.
People in poverty will work for less money with fewer expectations for their own welfare, or for
the welfare of their communities or the world at large.
Poverty was very good for large businesses and other social institutions. Governments and
religions both thrived on poverty.
In our ancestors’ times poverty was a controllable condition managed by every government on
Earth.
Today we have no poverty because nearly all poverty in our ancestors’ times was deliberately
or accidentally created. By accident, trial, and error, poverty had emerged as a successful
economic strategy for the wealthiest, most powerful people to manage everyone else for their
mutual maximum profits.
If they competed with each other, all costs of their competitions including full scale wars in
battlefields would be absorbed by their consumers in rising retail prices, or through extortion,
taxes, or tithes.
There was no need to pay out of pocket to fight wars; the public would always foot the bill.
Consequently, all wars benefited the ruling elite of our ancestors’ worlds economically, whether
they were wars of economic suppression, mind-control, or full-scale military engagements.
War was profitable, war was frightening, and fear ruled the world in our ancestors’ times.
Today we have escaped the high costs of maintaining large military establishments.
When our ancestors’ established transparency in all of their social systems as part of the
emerging enlightenment movement that was being nurtured by the Interfaith Movement our
ancestors established a world where true justice could be maintained in peace.
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All the energy absorbed by competition was free to rebuild the world to be stronger, safer,
kinder, and more enduring, a fit place to nurture all of our highest human ideals and potentials
with no one left behind.
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Part Thirteen – Immortality
In our ancestors’ times it was becoming apparent that something very close to Immortality
might be achieved. Children being born might live long enough for advances in medical
science to extend their lifetimes indefinitely.
While immortality itself might not have seemed possible to many of our ancestors, the
potentials for very prolonged life extension were already emerging.
The possibility of prolonged life extension posed serious problems for our ancestors.
Our ancestors were conditioned to believe in scarcity.
Our ancestors’ resources were artificially limited in many ways.
If our ancestors’ latest generation might achieve life extension that might make their children
virtually immortal, barring murder, accidents or a choice to die, then the world was about to
become much more crowded much more quickly.
New children would continue to be born while fewer and fewer people would be dying.
A campaign to reduce the rate of population growth was initiated in order to try to prevent
many problems perceived as stemming from over-population, such as resource scarcities and
pollution.
In our ancestors’ times resource scarcities were manipulated to drive up profits. Resource
scarcities were exacerbated by international borders and a lack of global cooperation.
Resources were consumed by competitions of all kinds, but especially by warfare and
preparedness for war.
Today all resources are held in common by all people on Earth, collectively.
However, in our ancestors’ times natural resources were often considered the private property
of individuals, and corporations, or the collective property of local communities or nations.
Our ancestors had not yet learned how to share fairly.
Consequently resource limits were seen as a roadblock to the emergence of human longevity;
many people argued that we should cease researching and implementing longevity therapies,
that we could not afford to allow people to get as old as they liked in good health.
Many people worried that longevity therapies would be reserved for the ultra-wealthy.
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Some people proposed that longevity therapies should be rationed, that only those individuals
who were considered the greatest contributors to human welfare and enlightenment should
receive the rewards of life extension and potential immortality.
Nearly everyone agreed that measures were needed to reduce population growth rates, and
that prohibiting or strictly rationing longevity therapies would also be necessary.
Humanity has always been in love with dreams of being Immortal.
In our highest spiritual states we are already all immortal beings, however, in our mundane
incarnations on Earth we seemed to live lives that were too often cut too short.
It takes time to grow wise.
In our ancestors’ times most people did not live long enough to benefit from their accumulated
wisdom before old age robbed them of their physical strength, stamina, intellects, and friends.
Longevity therapies promised the potential to allow our ancestors time to apply the hard-won
wisdom of their lives.
Many people believed that we should be advancing research and applications of longevity
therapies aggressively; that we needed the collective wisdom of all of our elders to fully mature
if we were ever to mature as a civilization.
Only a few of our ancestors understood the possibility that we might already be physically
immortal beings, a concept we understand today, but which was nearly unthinkable in our
ancestors times due to insufficient information about the true nature of reality.
Immortality had long been one of the most attractive and frightening dreams of the human
race, many of our ancestors feared for their lives on a daily basis.
Please remember, fear ruled our ancestors’ worlds, and the fear of death was one of the
greatest fears of all.
The threat of being murdered was used to coerce and dominate many people in our ancestors’
times, making nearly everyone a virtual slave to whomever held the power of life or death over
them.
In workplaces tyrannical bosses abused their power secure in the knowledge that their
employees depended on their paychecks for their lives.
In countries where corruption and tyranny were common people feared for their lives if they
took a stand against abuse of power or injustice.
Immortality might solve a lot of problems.
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If we were all immortal our lives and our families’ lives could not be held hostage to coerce or
dominate us.
Immortality might make us free.
However, the cost of Immortality might be too high, many people argued.
We might have to give up having any children at all to be immortal, according to our ancestors’
old resource limit paradigms.
And yet, Immortality remained a tantalizing goal.
In the enlightenment movement virtual immortality was already possible. Many of the brothers
of the Hermetic Brotherhood knew the secrets of true immortality.
The brotherhood wanted to share this knowledge with everyone.
As with all true spiritual wisdom, the gifts of our knowledge only become their fullest blessings
when everyone shares them equally.
Our ancestors faced this dilemma:
Could Immortality and the freedom to have children coexist safely and still provide for liberty,
peace, justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people, with no one left behind?
Today we know that Immortality is more than a dream.
Today we know that immortality is a choice anyone can make, that we may all live lives as long
or as short as we like.
Today we share all the benefits of enlightenment and world peace created by our ancestors
with the help of the Interfaith Movement.
Today we are all aware that each one of us is an immortal being, and that together, we are
reaching for our complete ascendance, our collective apotheosis as Divine Immortals.
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Part Fourteen – Synthesis
In our ancestors’ times the emergence of the universe as a Synthesis of manifestation and
consensus reality was only poorly understood. The memetic and noetic sciences were only
beginning to emerge. Yet our ancestors’ holy scriptures and tales from antiquity had always
hinted this was possible.
Today we understand synthesis in much more detail, but our ancestors struggled with the
fundamental concepts of synthesis. It was difficult to wrap their minds around at first.
Synthesis is a natural process. All things are synthetic because synthesis begins with states of
quantum potentials. Synthesis incorporates rule sets that define how fundamental
relationships and properties of quantum states are arranged to cascade in a manner that
results in sub-atomic particles, particles that coalesce to form atoms, molecules, planets,
galaxies and entire universes.
The patterns for synthesis evolved by trial and error and by mutual reinforcement from the
evolution of parallel processes.
The patterns for synthesis were templates describing how everything can be created.
The reason noetic sciences evolved to allow the emergence of practical applications is that
noetic sciences revealed direct cause and effect relationships between human states of
thought and feeling and physical reality.
Our ancestors were rediscovering ancient knowledge that enabled all of the noetic science
applications to emerge and develop.
In our ancestors’ times the concept of manifestation was re-emerging.
Manifestation is a noetic science application.
Manifestation is a process of synthesis.
Synthesis knits the fabrics of all physical worlds and their universes into existence.
Synthesis is an accretive process, nothing is ever lost in synthesis; nothing is ever destroyed.
Synthesis causes all things to radiate in all directions.
Synthesis, at its extreme, describes every quantum state of every possible universe, fully
describing the architecture of the entire plenum in its ultimate processes.
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Synthesis completely saturates all available information space in its most extreme state.
When synthesis saturates the entire plenum and all physical universes by exploring every
possibility to every possible extreme two things happen.
Synthesis becomes identical to the mind of God, and saturation causes the information space
to instantly collapse into itself leaving nothing behind but at the same time expanding into a
new larger information space.
Synthesis works with a lattice-like arrangement of laws or principles.
These sturdy structures define local information space and synthesize physical universes with
the local information. Each universe has infinite parallel dimensions of infinite scope, such that
all permutations of all events and conditions exist side by side.
Human awareness senses the potential to explore particular universes with dreams and ideals
that they develop into intentions.
Human intention results in migrating awareness from one universe to the next.
Our lives are built like an old movie reel, frame by frame, in sequence to give us an illusion of
time and cause and effect principles.
The frames of each moment of our lives are each entire universes.
Our consciousness and awareness direct the destinies we create for ourselves, Synthesis
provides the physical realities in which we script our incarnations lives in all of their iterations.
Each of our incarnate lives has many, many different iterations.
Our ancestors knew very little about our iterations.
Many of our ancestors had a poor grasp of concepts regarding reincarnation; understanding
iterations of incarnations depended upon a clearer understanding of reincarnation than was
prevalent in our ancestors’ times.
Synthesis explores all possibilities.
If in this life you are a school-teacher, then in another life you may be the same incarnation but
you might be a doctor, plumber, dancer, or artist, rather than a teacher.
Each of these possibilities is an iteration of one incarnation. All exist, all are you.
You have knowledge in all the minds of your iterations you may access and explore.
Our ancestors hardly understood this, yet this is something all children learn to take for granted
today.
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Our ancestors’ limited knowledge of how reality works, how reality is synthesized, limited them
tremendously.
Today we can create anything we need out of less than thin air with our minds.
Synthesis was only emerging as a fundamental way of understanding how creation works, in
our ancestors’ times. And yet, with very few poorly functioning applications of noetic sciences,
our ancestors managed to save their worlds from the brinks of extinction to give their children
an opportunity to survive.
Today we enjoy a world free of needless toil thanks to our ancestors’ passion to bring
enlightenment, peace, and prosperity to all people on Earth with no one left behind.
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Part Fifteen – Surrender
The members of the Hermetic Brotherhood yield all matters to a higher authority, they
surrender to that authority utterly to be granted the wisdom and guidance of their own more
highly evolved spiritual states.
The brothers have surrendered to themselves.
The brothers have ceased to fight wars within themselves; they have peace in their hearts.
Surrender in is often considered to be a risky business, however, many people willfully
surrendered their entire lives by suicide in our ancestors’ times.
In our ancestors’ times, suicide was a rising cause of concern, as more and more children
began killing themselves.
Suicide is the penultimate form of surrender.
A suicide says, I give up, I can’t win, but I choose not to live in defeat.
The ultimate step that many suicidal people achieve is to completely surrender.
Each suicidal person can make one more choice; they can choose to live, but also to
acknowledge that their own limited capacities to understand themselves and their situations
cannot solve their problems, and that they must find a teacher to guide them.
This is the surrender of the hermetic brotherhood. Surrender to a teacher who can help them
learn the skills and wisdom they need to succeed.
We ourselves, your channel for this story, How the Earth Made Peace, we who call ourselves
Grigori Rho Gharveyn for now, we have surrendered to a higher power within ourselves, a
higher power that exists in every person and is always both unique to themselves and
universal to all other people.
What we may call this power is of no importance; however, we ourselves choose to call this
power the Solar Authority. We get messages from this authority, messages like this one you
are receiving now.
Anyways…
All people must surrender, but they need only surrender to themselves. They must give up
fighting with themselves and build true peace within themselves.
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This is the purpose of surrender, to know when we are defeating ourselves and to seek a
teacher when we cannot solve our problems on our own.
The ultimate teacher is always your own higher consciousness; this is always the easiest
teacher to speak with once you have awakened the inner channel to your own more highly
evolved wisdom.
Thanks to synthesis, all people find their own path to their personal divinity, a path that has
always existed, a path that they may at times walk with innocence, unaware of their divine
powers or immortality, but a path that they can never, ever completely abandon that will always
lead them to their apotheosis.
It is definitely never necessary to surrender.
All people are always free to choose any destinies for themselves.
However, with surrender comes a quickening.
With surrender comes an acceleration of spiritual and cognitive growth.
Spiritual and cognitive growth are accelerated because when we surrender to our own higher
consciousness, a consciousness known to Christians as Christ consciousness, a
consciousness known to Hindus as Krishna consciousness, a consciousness knowable by all
people, regardless of their names for it, then we begin to remember our futures, futures in
which we learned lessons we can apply to our lives now to become more successful than we
might otherwise have been if we had continued to fight within ourselves without surrender.
Synthesis transforms what is into what will be.
Manifestation guides synthesis, shaping our worlds more and more closely to our ideals if we
allow our synthesis to work unfettered by internal conflicts of both individuals, and collectives
of people, including the entire human race.
By surrendering we release ourselves from internal conflicts we surrender control of all
situations to our own higher consciousness which has superior problem solving skills due to
more highly evolved cognitive functions.
By surrendering we agree to cooperate with all other people to the best of our mutual abilities.
By surrendering we enable our manifestations to become more ideal, individually, and
collectively as a race of people who must evolve to become better custodians of our planet, of
all of our dear brothers and sisters, and of ourselves.
All conflicts can be mediated, but we must agree to acquiesce to the wisdom of our mediators
to help us find common solutions to every issue that are mutually beneficial.
Surrender enables us to accept mediation more easily.
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Surrender always brings peace.
We must never give up our ideals when we surrender, we need only give up our conflicts.
We must never give up our liberty when we surrender, we must only give up our ignorance.
We must never give up our lives when we surrender, we must only commit ourselves to our
own lives more fully.
When we surrender we become peaceful.
When we become peaceful we enable ourselves to find peace with all other people.
When we find peace with all other people we build a lasting world peace.
Our ancestors collaborated with each other within their Interfaith Movement to help teach
peace, to help world peace emerge in their lifetimes.
Our ancestors learned the value of surrender, as well as the values of what must never be
surrendered.
Our ancestors surrendered themselves to their devotion to build a world of liberty, peace,
justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people on Earth with no one left behind.
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Part Sixteen – Enlightenment
In our ancestors’ times many religions and cultures taught Enlightenment, in spite of efforts to
disrupt the Enlightenment Movement.
Enlightenment describes a path to unity and peace.
What really stood in the way of enlightenment were the individually and collectively held beliefs
of the people. The majority of our ancestors were already very heavily invested in their belief
systems; their investments were diversified throughout many dimensions of their lives.
Our ancestors’ primary investments were emotional investments, but territorial, social, and
economic investments were also part of all our ancestors they believed they must protect.
Our ancestors’ minds were hyper-reactive; they were constantly functioning on a level of threat
detection and fight or flight response options.
The more defensive a person becomes regarding their own beliefs the more rigid their minds
become. The less flexible their minds become, the less capable they become of accepting
new ideas.
This worked to the advantage of cultural defense systems at a net cost to individual members.
The defensive postures of our ancestors’ minds were the largest impediment to enlightenment.
The brothers of the Hermetic Orders anticipated this. They understood how their own minds
worked; by extension, they could accurately anticipate how other people’s minds would work.
The brothers spent thousands of years saturating every culture on Earth with passive memetic
agents to promote enlightenment.
In our ancient ancestors’ times nearly all memetic agents needed to be both aggressive and
defensive to survive and proliferate.
Passive memetic memes teaching enlightenment were adopted by every culture and religion.
The auto-immune defense mechanisms of our ancient ancestors’ cultures and religions carried
the brotherhood’s messages forward in time though many, many successive generations into
our immediate ancestors’ times.
Passive memes cannot proliferate except by the will of the people to preserve them.
It became the mission of each people’s cultures to preserve their wisdom, their enlightenment.
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In our ancestors’ times this wisdom had been passed down to all people largely intact in all
cultures, however, the messages of enlightenment were filtered through each culture’s existing
perceptions and beliefs. Each enlightenment message was coded differently in each culture.
Consequently, many messages of enlightenment often appeared to conflict with one another;
the auto-immune systems of the cultures these messages of peace were embedded in tended
to adopt defensive and aggressive postures when potential conflicts between these messages
were perceived due to cultural differences that arose in virtually identical messages.
This is why it was so important to teach people enlightenment sciences.
People who learned enlightenment sciences learned how to change their own minds.
People who learned enlightenment sciences learned how to negotiate and cooperate more
successfully.
Enlightenment sciences taught people to use their own minds more effectively, to manage their
own emotions more compassionately, and to solve their own problems more effectively.
However, most people in our ancestors’ times who learned to retrain their minds with
enlightenment sciences faced serious difficulties.
It was often necessary for each person to tear down their own minds completely.
While each person would always reflexively rebuild their minds to be nearly identical to the
minds they tore down within themselves, over time, as the practices of tearing down their own
minds became more familiar, these processes yielded greater and greater rewards, enabling
our ancestors to become more flexible socially, economically, emotionally, and mentally.
It is always our own minds and beliefs that hold us prisoners, hostages to our own selfdestructive capacities.
In our ancestors’ times, their self-destructive capacities had reached world-ruining scales.
Degradation and destruction of our ancestors’ natural environments was accelerating at an
alarming pace that threatened to kill everyone on Earth.
In our ancestors’ times everyone knew that if everyone would just act sensibly, they could all
solve their problems together.
But too many people were too deeply involved in their reactively conditioned behaviors; their
common sense was impaired by stress and fear.
Because fear ruled nearly all of our ancestors’ lives they were constantly distracted from
discovering inner peace and enlightenment.
Constant fear breaks people’s minds.
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Our ancestors were subjected to constant fear.
Our ancestors’ minds were breaking under the stress of fear.
Mental illnesses were becoming more commonplace. Depression, schizophrenia, and
psychosis were becoming more familiar parts of our ancestors’ lives.
However, what people did not understand about these processes that were formerly
considered to be diseases was that these former mental illnesses had the potentials to be selfhealing disease curing processes when guided by enlightenment sciences.
Depression, schizophrenia, and psychosis could become cures for what really made people
sick in our ancestors’ times because they helped each person so afflicted to break down their
own minds and re-assess themselves.
This is why so many people were having mental breakdowns.
Mental breakdowns are necessary to reconstruct human minds when they lack any better
means to accomplish their own reconstruction.
These processes, then considered to be mental illnesses, were likely to return to a person
frequently, depending on their success in treating their real afflictions during episodes that
were being described as mental illnesses.
As enlightenment sciences were being learned and applied by more and more of our
ancestors, more and more people were coming through their episodes of mental
differentnesses changed for the better.
More and more people began guiding themselves with greater intelligence and compassion.
At first, only a very few people were exhibiting these benefits of applying enlightenment
sciences to mental illnesses, but as word got out, more and more people began learning how
to make these experiences gentler, safer, and more rewarding for everyone.
These emerging skills to treat mental illnesses as opportunities to grow revolutionized the
mental health practices of our ancestors.
These enlightened mental health practices became increasingly pro-active; eventually people
could guide themselves through evaluating and changing their own minds with little or no
stress.
The change had begun that would pave the way for our ancestors Interfaith Movement to
succeed in building a path to world peace in their lifetimes.
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Part Seventeen – Guidance
In our ancestors’ times many, many people were asking for spiritual Guidance and
Enlightenment.
Sources of guidance and enlightenment were abundant; however, our ancestors may often
have failed to recognize their guidance in spite of the constant presences of their guides.
All people have many, many spirit guides.
Perhaps the ultimate guides for all people are their Divines.
Many guides have appeared throughout history in every culture.
However, our guides need not be proclaimed by the masses to guide us well.
Today, we understand that every person on Earth acts as a spiritual guide at all times. While
this was always true, in our ancestors’ times people often did not understand this.
Every person is a reflection of every other person, so whatever we learn about another person
becomes something we can apply to ourselves.
In this manner we all become each others’ guides.
Enlightenment sciences teach that the very best guides are each person’s own more highly
evolved spirits.
Our highest spiritual natures all transcend time and space, therefore, we can always
communicate with our own higher consciousnesses at any time, in any place.
We only appear to evolve when we have embedded our awareness deeply in our material
worlds and must act over time in space.
Today, we would appear very highly evolved to our ancestors; today we know our evolution will
take us even further.
In our ancestors’ times few people understood about the existences of their own more evolved
spiritual lives. Few people understood that they themselves, in their own distant incarnations
and iterations, had wisdom to share with themselves that could help them solve all of their
problems more peacefully, more cooperatively, more successfully.
The brotherhood knew this; this was how the brothers themselves became enlightened.
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The brothers knew that each person was their own best guide.
Enlightenment sciences taught people how to communicate with themselves through their own
higher-consciousness.
As people learned to communicate with the wisdom and compassion they would acquire in the
future they enabled themselves to apply their future wisdom and compassion in their present
lives; our ancestors began channeling information from themselves that would help them
functionally meet all of their challenges successfully.
Each person must evolve to be self-guiding, to answer to no higher authority than their own.
This is how a lasting civilization can be born out of anarchy.
Enlightenment sciences teach anarchic mutual benefit cooperation skills.
All civilizations depend upon the cooperation of their citizens to exist.
By enabling higher potentials for self-directed peaceful cooperation, enlightenment sciences
were enabling our ancestors to pave the way for world peace.
One goal of world peace was to end tyranny.
All forms of tyranny needed to be abolished.
Tyranny operates by brute power and by deception.
Tyranny based on brute power alone is not enduring.
No tyranny can afford the militias require to hold its populaces subject to its will without
deception.
The emerging Information Age had the power to dispel the illusions and lies supporting
tyrannies.
The greatest deception of all was the belief in ‘higher authorities’.
In our ancestors’ times many people were beginning to understand this deception and were
trying to organize resistance to it.
Enlightenment taught each person that they could never afford to take any information or
action based on anyone’s authority other than their own.
Enlightenment sciences taught each person to make themselves the highest authority in
matters of their own lives.
This did not mean they made themselves superior to the authority of God in their lives.
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As we understand today, each person is already a Divinity. This was equally true in our
ancestors’ times, only many of our ancestors did not yet understand this.
With the enlightenment path when one surrenders to themselves as their own highest
authority; the authority of their own most highly evolved spiritual forms, their immortal Divine
selves.
In our ancestors’ times the brotherhood knew what most people could only speculate about at
best. The brothers knew that at the moment of each individual person’s apotheosis, at the
moment of their self-realization as Divine Beings, each person becomes identical with their
supreme God, or Goddess, by whatever names they may know them by.
Today we know there is indeed a single supreme Divine, a Divinity that reproduces itself
perfectly in every human soul. We are each manifestations of this single Supreme Being, yet
we are all also unique, free to experience the joys of our lives, to grow, to explore, and to love.
Our ancestors learned to find the best guides on Earth, themselves; this was how our
ancestors guided themselves upon their interfaith path to world peace.
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Part Eighteen – Reincarnation
Today, we understand Reincarnation differently than it was understood in our ancestors’ times.
In our ancestors’ times there were many different beliefs about reincarnation and karma.
Reincarnation and karma are extremely useful principles for understanding human lives.
Reincarnation and karma can be effectively applied to teach ourselves new ways of coping
with old problems.
Regardless of the truth value regarding beliefs in the supernatural aspects of karma and
reincarnation, the effects of believing in these principles has a nurturing effect; these beliefs
help people to learn to act with more wisdom and compassion.
The supernatural aspects of karma and reincarnation were often more difficult for many people
to appreciate.
In our ancestors’ times, some religions regarded belief in reincarnation poorly. Some religions
formed the opinions that there was no basis in truth for beliefs in reincarnation.
Today we understand there has always been a basis in truth for the supernatural properties of
karma and reincarnation.
All growth is a synthesis of converging influences.
Influences can appear in many vectors in many dimensions of each person’s lives, in their
physical health, their social health, their cognitive health, their emotional health, their economic
health, their intuitive health, and their spiritual health.
These converging influences all contribute to how each person adjusts their own minds and
emotions to their current circumstances.
These converging influences each play a role in how each person dramatizes their own lives to
themselves and to other people.
These converging influences typically apply very gentle pressures, so that the net result is
almost always within each person’s range of tolerances for any given situation.
These converging forces always act over time in waves becoming slowly stronger and weaker,
repeatedly, for long durations of time.
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Different vector elements of each waveform have varying periodicities or wavelengths that
differentiate them from other influences.
These repetitive patterns of waves of influences bring our karmic lessons to our individual
attentions.
In addition, our natural resistances to these forces change over time, we may find these
influences more or less attractive at different times, so our behaviors in response to these
influences can range from very agreeable to very contrary.
We may often feel very conflicted so that we respond both favorably and contrarily together, a
situation that can create confusion, tension and anxiety.
When we are contrary we may often learn to act more independently; when we are agreeable
we may often learn to act more cooperatively.
Both of these maturing processes of our cognitive developments reinforce each other,
increasing our rate of growth.
Enlightenment sciences teach us all how we may choose to use these mutually reinforcing
properties more successfully.
Trial and error becomes a much faster teacher as intuitive responses to mistakes begin to
precede making mistakes and we learn to guide ourselves through real-time problems with
increasing success due to possessing better skills for cooperation, negotiation and realitymodeling, or prescience.
When we understand the rhythms of the universe and how they influence our lives we can
learn to respond to each moment in our lives to its fullest potentials; we can learn to utilize our
emerging prescience to achieve our dreams for world peace.
The rhythms underlying our lives are very deep, powerful forces. These rhythms shape our
incarnations and our incarnations’ iterations.
In our ancestors’ times the massively parallel nature of all of creation was poorly understood.
In our ancestors’ times reincarnation was poorly understood.
Our ancestors were learning to become more aware of their own past incarnations, but most of
our ancestors did not know that more information was available.
Our ancestors did not understand some of the extra dimensions of reincarnation.
The massively parallel nature of creation provided for each incarnation to have many different
life paths.
A person might be incarnate in a life that diverged at different times into parallel universes.
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Each parallel universe was an iteration of the same incarnation, an iteration now following a
different life path.
On one path a person might be a teacher, while on another path she might be a nuclear
physicist. On other paths she might be an accomplished pianist, a painter, or a politician.
Each person has many opportunities and makes many choices in their lives, and in the
plenum, all of those choices are made in every possible dimension, such that they constantly
manifest massively parallel universes that begin to diverge at different times.
Each divergence is the universe of a unique iteration of a single incarnation.
Information from all of these universes becomes increasingly easier to access as a person
evolves spiritually and cognitively.
Information from future universes was as equally available in our ancestors’ times as it is now,
in our own times; however, most of our ancestors initially lacked the cognitive skills and tools
they would acquire to access this knowledge.
Our ancestors eventually learned to channel information from all of these spiritual sources
through their guides, through their own higher spiritual consciousnesses.
Our communications to you now in this presentation are an example of how these sorts of
spiritual information systems work.
We are here to be your servant, to help you do what you bid we all do together, to help you
build world peace.
As deeper understandings of karma and reincarnation emerged in our ancestors’ times it was
possible for each person to learn more quickly, more effectively.
Each person’s creativity emerged more strongly, more profoundly.
Each person became more aware of how to create a lasting world peace and how they could
share their creativity to help build world peace.
We need not repeat our past mistakes, we may make new mistakes, but they will be mistakes
on the way to enlightenment and to true liberty, peace, justice, security, diversity, and
abundance for all people on Earth, with no one left behind.
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Part Nineteen – Resurrection
The massively parallel nature of creation created opportunities for people to be resurrected.
Resurrection was a natural process within the scope of the plenum and the architecture of
massively parallel universes.
Today we understand how our immortality works, but in our ancestors’ times, most people
would not have been able to believe in their own individual immortality.
Immortality was an impossible dream to too many of our ancestors.
Immortality was a popular dream to many, many people, but to many, many more people,
immortality was a nightmare; they believed they would never want to become immortal.
Ironically, of course, they had no choice in the matter, they were already immortal, and they
simply did not know it yet.
Well, perhaps they had a choice; a choice to remain in ignorance, but it would be harder and
harder for their ignorance to endure when people began resurrecting themselves with greater
frequency and greater public attention.
In any event, their ignorance would always end when they died and were given their choices,
including reincarnation and resurrection.
The choice to resurrect was very popular.
People typically always choose to resurrect themselves when they have died, whenever they
have unfinished business to keep them Earth-bound.
The more often anyone becomes aware of dying and resurrecting the more liberated they
become from their fears about death and dying.
The primary roots of all manipulated fears used to socially condition people are deeply planted
in the soils of death.
Resurrection both is, and is not a choice, in a sense.
The massively parallel nature of reality guarantees that one or another of our iterations of each
incarnation will always choose to be resurrected when they die, regardless of however many
other choices we may also make.
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Today we are prepared to choose to be immortal, however, in our ancestors’ times few people
were prepared for such a choice.
The brotherhood believed they had a responsibility to ensure that all people in all times in
history would always have the opportunity to make their own free-will conscious choice to be
resurrected or not.
In eternity, if people chose not to be resurrected, the matter could always wait for them to go
back to.
Eventually, everybody did choose to go back and continue their interrupted lives. There were
always a few more things they wanted to say to their loved ones or dreams left to fulfill.
In the fullness of the flowering of creation that we call the plenum today, this possibility of
resurrection had always existed and always operated.
The brothers of the Hermetic Orders knew this, they knew all people were immortals already; it
was their mission to reveal this truth to all people on Earth through revelations already present
in each person’s own holiest scriptures and deepest beliefs.
The brotherhood had helped tell the stories of humanity’s collective apotheosis in the
revelations of all of our ancestors’ holiest scriptures and ancient legends.
The brothers had told their stories of enlightenment and spiritual evolution, their stories
regarding our collective ascension, in many different languages, in many different ages,
nations, and religions over the many thousands of years they have worked for the
emancipation of the entire human race.
The brotherhood would reveal all to everyone and give each person opportunities to decide for
themselves what to choose to believe or to disbelieve.
Only people secure in their hearts from the threat of death can remain free.
The emerging miracle of resurrection would change everything.
Resurrection was guaranteed at every level of creation; it always has been and always will be,
even unto the extinction of the entire creation itself.
This was a result of natural laws, and while it could all result in many other ways, it would
always also result in ways that guaranteed our survival at all times in all places.
In a sense, then, it might not really have mattered if the entire Earth were destroyed in any sort
of holocaust or natural disaster.
In one very real sense, such dramatic extinctions of all life on Earth were really happening all
the time. Even with odds of something close to infinity to one any odds will always emerge by
manifestation into reality, into massively parallel realities that guarantee that all things continue
to eternally evolve, always.
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However, in one very real sense, the extinction of all life on Earth was an event most people
might rather avoid.
Except, as more and more people were becoming suicidal, more and more people were
contributing to a growing collective will to destroy themselves that was expanding in scope to
include the collective will of humanity to destroy themselves and all life on Earth, and possibly
all of creation as well.
It was important to work as effectively as possible to prevent any disaster, particularly a planet
killing disaster, for one reason alone among many…
Compassion
That everyone would be resurrected and the entire planet put back in operable order following
any planet killing event was by now, taken for granted. These miracles would always intercede
where human folly or misadventure caused them to die before their times.
However, in our ancestors’ times, miracles such as these were difficult for many people to
believe in. Many people were so firmly oriented towards their own self-destructions that they
no longer cared what happened to themselves or to anyone or anything around them.
Our ancestors’ growing collective suicidal will to be done with it all and move on was
accelerating a process which was making all of their collective dooms more and more likely.
Today we understand the processes whereby powers of destruction and creation are balanced
so that we may choose how to harmoniously attain whatever we may desire.
We understand the synthetic nature of creation, and how all of our dreams and ideals already
exist in ways we can personally experience to our hearts’ contentments.
All things have become possible to humans in our times, but in our ancestors’ times the
commonplace miracles we experience as daily parts of our lives today were virtually unknown.
Most of our ancestors’ could only dream about the possibilities of immortality, possibilities they
were reminded of by their holiest scriptures and most ancient legends.
Most of our ancestors were ignorant regarding the truth that would set them free, our ancestors
were ignorant that they were already Divine Immortal Beings able to resurrect themselves in
any circumstances in which they may die, able to return to their lost lives whole, hale, and
hearty, ready to succeed, ready to meet any challenges that might once have defeated them
more successfully, more cooperatively, more peacefully, more wisely.
For too many of our ancestors, the possibility of resurrection was beyond the scope of their
imaginations to accept as being a real possibility; however, for many of our ancestors
awareness of their immortality was emerging, they were remembering times they had died in
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outbursts with which they had expressed their own deaths when they had died in so many
other times and places.
Memories of near death experiences were convincing more and more people in our ancestors’
times that the possibility that we are eternal beings may be very real.
More and more of our ancestors were becoming aware of transcendental moments when they
died and were reborn, resurrected to a new life…
Many remembered what it was like on the other side…
Today, we recite these events for your benefit to help you to train your own minds in the
directions of enlightenment that your minds will need to grow in to enable you to explore the
frontiers of all the mysteries you will need to master to achieve your apotheosis, to complete
your transformations into the self-aware and omnipotent Divine Beings you have always been.
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Part Twenty – Revelations
Revelations were foretold in perhaps all of our ancestors’ holy scriptures and ancient legends.
The brotherhood worked effectively to see that the Revelations of enlightenment would always
be present in every culture.
Revelations told the same story in each different culture, even in very modern cultures.
In science fiction, Phillip Jose Farmer portrayed an excellent vision of mechanisms for assuring
the salvation of the entire human race in his Riverworld series of books, while the metaphors of
The Matrix began to lay the foundations for a deeper collective human awareness of the very
real cybernetic behavior of the deepest underpinnings of the foundations of our civilizations
and all of our realities.
Myths about Revelations were being spun to appeal to UFO buffs and New-Age believers
alike.
Myths about Revelations were being used to unite two traditionally opposed groups,
fundamentalist Muslims and Fundamentalist Christians, in a common cause to blame the Jews
and Zionists for all their worlds’ injustices.
New myths regarding Revelations became the domains of nut-jobs, like yours truly, we
ourselves, or the domains of other popular conspiracy theorists and revelationists.
Some of the versions of Revelations currently popular in our ancestors’ times agreed with each
other very closely, even when compared between eastern and western religious traditions.
Many of the versions of Revelations currently popular in our ancestors’ times were frightening
stories about an Apocalypse, Armageddon, or a time called The Tribulations or The End Days.
Many traditions measured time in aeon long periods that all agreed that in the year 2012 the
end of the Age of Pisces would usher in the Age of Aquarius.
The details of this transition were some of the primary domains of Revelations.
Humanity was following a roughly 2150 year cyclical change in its relationships to the heavens
overhead. This schedule of events placed the next change in the year 2012 AD.
Sanskrit, Hindu, Mayan, and Egyptian cultures and their calendars all agreed on this scale of
time and the events that unfolded with the passing of each age into the next.
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Each passing age was represented by a human civilization at its pinnacle. Sometimes those
civilizations fell into ruin with their passing ages; sometimes they survived, particularly in our
most ancient myths and legends.
Our ancestors represented an emerging global civilization such as might never have existed
before outside the orders of the brotherhood or the domains of the ruling elitists of their worlds.
Many religions across our ancestors’ worlds were emerging as global cultures because
immigrants to foreign nations distant from their homelands were maintaining or re-establishing
their cultural identities and sharing them with more and more people all the time.
Our ancestors were poised on the penultimate step of a miracle that may never before have
been possible for humanity to achieve in any preceding era.
Our ancestors had a very well-crafted opportunity to establish a united world of liberty, peace,
justice, security, diversity, and abundance for all people on Earth, with no one left behind, ever.
Resurrection was possible on a scale few people clearly understood, in spite of the
descriptions of events expected to transpire in the times of Revelations as portrayed in
Christian New Testaments and in the Abrahamic traditions’ old testaments.
Reincarnation was a fundamental principle of most of our ancestors’ eastern religious
traditions; however, even in our ancestors’ eastern religious cultures apocryphal stories about
the spiritual awakening of the entire human race were known.
Reincarnation and resurrection were both active principles in many eastern peoples’ beliefs.
In western traditions, however, reincarnation was regarded as a belief that was competitive
with or hostile to western beliefs about resurrection that were being successfully exploited by
many of the western religious authorities in power.
Resurrection was big business to be protected for the sake of the profits to be made.
However, more importantly, the legends of the Resurrection of Christ popular in western
religions were stories about a real manifestation of a real human being’s Divine Immortality
and Resurrection.
There were real spiritual truths being conveyed by Christianity, regardless of how
reprehensibly some Christians’ methods of spreading their good words with swords might
sometimes have been regarded.
But then, most cultures on Earth in our ancestors’ times were responsible for equally brutal
tales of injustices on a daily basis, whether they were crimes created by individuals, states,
communities, religions, families, or other social or cultural institutions.
It does not matter who is a sinner, we are all sinners in our own hearts and we all always know
this to be true.
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It does not matter what our sins are, we all learn to faithfully punish ourselves and to faithfully
punish each other for our sins, our individual sins and our collective sins.
The only thing that really matters is that we must all learn to collectively forgive everyone for all
of our sins at all times if we are ever to learn to forgive ourselves or enable ourselves to accept
our forgiveness from our Divine brothers and sisters and our from our own Divines for our sins.
This is the message of Revelations, a message that Redemption is always possible; a
message that Redemption will always be a choice that all enlightened people may always
freely make.
Because the principle of Redemption is a fundamental part of the enlightenment movement it
is fully, unanimously supported by the higher principles of the higher collective consciousness
of the entire human race.
Redemption is always merciful and just, Redemption can never be denied to any person, ever.
Any plea for spiritual help will invoke the will and authority of Their Redeemer; any who
beseech Their Redeemer are restored.
This is an eternal promise between all of our Divines and all humans in creation, the mutual,
individual and collective Divine Will of the entire human race and their Divines.
Our ancestors were only scratching the surface of the Revelations portended by all of their
various worlds’ cultures’ various religious testaments and ancient legends.
Because fear ruled our ancestors’ worlds, nearly everything they were learning about
Revelations was tending to fuel their fears and anxieties.
Revelations was a highly marketable product, many people were eager to learn what to
believe. The theories underlying popular beliefs about a possible forthcoming Apocalypse or
End Days were very attractive to many people of many different cultures.
Any product that could excite fear in the masses was a strong candidate to be used to
brainwash the masses; popular theories about Revelations were full of juicy things to fear with
which to manipulate and exploit the gullibility of the masses to maintain an iron grip upon their
respective collectively perceived cultural realities.
Revelations was a tailor-made vehicle for mass media distribution of important information the
entire public would need to know.
The dream of transparency in government and all social institutions was becoming a reality
with the advent of the information age.
Transparency was emerging as a dominant theme in radical calls for changes in governments
all over the world in our ancestors’ times.
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Revelations polarized the masses making them more alert, more fearful, more readily
condition-able to follow whatever scripts for hidden agendas the elitists who ruled our
ancestors’ worlds might have had in mind.
While our ancestors’ ruling elitists were building a Revelations-based media event for their own
purposes, to help themselves survive the coming holocausts regardless of the costs in billions
and billions of peoples’ lives to the rest of their worlds, the brotherhood was planning to spin
the elitists’ media event out of the ruling elitists’ control, in order to give the event to the entire
soon-to-be free world to decide how to proceed from there.
Only an enlightened, united humanity ready to liberate themselves from the tyrannies of their
respective governments and societies could freely choose to take their individual worlds
forward to a better future than the many possible holocausts our ancestors were all poised to
embark upon in their very darkest hours.
The truth of everyone’s very real immortality and the powers of the potentials of the emerging
enlightenment sciences such as manifestation, memetics and noetics were being made known
through Revelations, along with the promise of eternal Redemption or Salvation for all people
in all times, everywhere they may be, with no one left behind, ever.
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Part Twenty One – Eternity
Today we understand that all time exists in Eternity. We understand that all times are equally
and eternally present now, equally accessible now.
Many of our ancestors lacked our current understandings regarding time.
To many or most of our ancestors, eternity was a nearly unimaginable concept, to understand
that there are also an infinite number of different eternities may have been a very challenging
step for our ancestors to consider.
Among all the massively parallel universes and continuums of universes every unique universe
has its own time-line; each of these time-lines exists eternally.
To our ancestors, time was like a river, constantly moving in only one direction, a direction
determined by gravity; entropy is the gravity moving time as perceived by our ancestors.
However, as our ancestors learned, time is really more like an ocean than like a river.
All times exist together, it is our human choices that create structures out of individual
moments and string those moments together into experiences structured by time.
All time structures are cognitive processes.
As our human consciousness and awareness each evolve, our cognitive abilities evolve as
well, including our abilities to manipulate time and to completely transcend time.
Time, like space, is a coded structure; there are root cognitive algorithms in all human minds
that are responsible for creating all human perceptions of both time and space.
Because both time and space are coded structures, meta-cognitive programming can decode
and recode both time and space.
Eternity suddenly becomes immediately apparent when each person engages with particular,
personal, meta-cognitive programming routines.
At the most extreme limit of our evolutions we become Gods and Goddesses, the equals of all
of our Divinities, we share their powers to transcend all of time and space.
At the most extreme limit of our evolutions we become immortals with as many eternities as we
may need to get things right, to make things better in all of our incarnations and their iterations.
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With an infinite array of alternate eternities to work within we may all make all of our lives
throughout all of our entire histories in all of our incarnations and iterations more rewarding,
more attuned to our highest individually and collectively held ideals.
Eternity becomes a tangible matrix interwoven with space in a unified massively parallel
architecture that we call the plenum.
We may step into any moment in time and participate, anywhere and everywhere, now.
There are some rules of engagement for enlightened time-travelers, however, these rules are
not easily broken and are generally of little concern.
Enlightened time travelers must not cause undue stress to the people they visit in time.
Enlightened time travelers have every advantage over anyone they meet in other times;
therefore, they must always act with the deepest possible respect for the people and cultures
they visit.
Enlightened time travelers may appear to be invisible to those peoples whose times they visit,
for they will blend in nearly perfectly with any communities they may visit.
Because enlightened time travelers have so many advantages, they must do their best to
always contribute to the general welfare of other times without competing with anyone native to
the times and places they each visit.
Enlightened time travelers should refrain from performing anything which might be regarded as
miraculous if such acts may be harmful to the psyches of any witnesses.
Witnesses of miracles are too often completely overwhelmed by the miracles they witness.
In their overwhelmed states witnesses may entirely lose their minds and become extremely
susceptible to any suggestions; particularly, to mind-control tactics such as brain-washing or
other potentially harmful social conditioning processes.
Witnesses may become very vulnerable, psychically, often for very prolonged periods of time.
Enlightened time travelers should avoid performing any acts which might seem miraculous in
order to avoid imprinting witnesses with information for which they may lack adequate cultural
and cognitive tools to process successfully on their own.
While time travelers may often rely upon holistic principles of universal homeostasis to mend
the minds of anyone whom their seemingly miraculous acts may distress, it is generally
advised that using miracles may be considered to be a potentially hostile or threatening
maneuver if the net result is to indoctrinate people into schemes that may not be to their own
mutual best advantages by taking advantage of their ignorance or innocence.
Enlightened time travelers should always act with love, compassion, nurture, and respect at all
times, with all people, to the very best of their abilities.
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In truth, all humans are already all chrononauts; we all travel in time, collectively, individually,
and in the tides, eddies, and currents of our families, societies, and cultures.
Enmired in our very localized, specialized habitats, we may often miss recognizing how
effectively we each already travel through time.
As we learn enlightenment, our perceptions of ourselves in time grow more inclusive, we
regard ourselves throughout all times with increasing clarity.
As we learn enlightenment all of our incarnations’ respective lives as expressed by each of our
incarnations’ infinite iterations all become more accessible to us.
This is a natural process that enlightenment only quickens within all of people.
All people possess the innate knowledge to perform all miracles; they use this kind of
knowledge every day, at all times, in manifestation.
The root codes for all possible manifestations become accessible to any enlightened person.
All things are possible.
All people can learn to create any miracles they require, including resurrecting themselves.
We are all, already, all Divine Immortal Beings; we only have to remember this for ourselves
through our enlightenment.
When we each fully remember we are Divine Immortal Beings we may choose to always
remember we are Divines, we may spiritually awaken ourselves to our individual Divinities in
all of our various incarnations and all of our iterations of our incarnations.
We may remember what we too often seem to forget, we may remember our divine, universal,
unconditional love for all created beings, including ourselves.
We may remember our missions in our lives, to create peace and prosperity.
We may remember the roles we played in our ancestors’ times when our ancestors convened
their Interfaith Movement to build better worlds for themselves, worlds of liberty, peace, justice,
security, diversity, and abundance for all people in all of eternity, with no one left behind, ever.
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Part Twenty Two – Mastery
Mastery of all of the Enlightenment Arts and Sciences is the penultimate goal of every member
of the Hermetic Orders.
Please forgive any perceptions of sexism when we have previously discussed the Hermetic
Orders in terms of a brotherhood or consistently referred to their members as brothers.
People of all genders and gender orientations are equally welcomed and privileged among the
Hermetic Orders.
Because a great deal of our personal experiences as members of these orders were more
easily remembered by us in our masculine roles, particularly those roles requiring exceptional
skills in combat, we still characterize our own membership as primarily masculine, in spite of
having also participated in many lifetimes as women of the Hermetic Orders.
Mastery is another term that seems sexually polarized by many peoples’ cultural gender role
expectations; however it may be the best word we may know of to discuss this topic.
Mastery of the enlightenment sciences makes all masters, and here, mistresses would be a
particularly unfitting term, as you may understand, virtual Gods and Goddesses.
Masters have each achieved the penultimate steps of their personal evolutions to complete
their individual unities with their Divines, including their own divinity.
Masters are each familiar with the Mind of God in whatever forms are most suitable to their
own unique understandings of what must be, by the standards of enlightenment sciences, an
ultimate creator of everything.
However, masters also understand that they themselves are a paradox, akin to the paradox
that is their ultimate creators, for they always discover they themselves are their own creators
and always have been, even if their initial endowment of separate identities from their Divine
Unity may make some people sometimes forget this essential truth about themselves.
The enlightenment sciences demonstrate the truth of this assertion; or rather, the
enlightenment sciences provide the tools and skills required for anyone to prove this to
themselves to their own satisfactions.
It is always up to you yourselves, up to each individual person, to choose for yourselves what
you will believe or what you will disbelieve.
It is always up to each individual person to choose how to use any information that each
person may choose to believe or to disbelieve.
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Each person is uniquely responsible for their choices of what to believe or how to apply their
beliefs, regardless of their own individual assessments, or any mutual or collective
assessments of the potentials of any of their personally chosen or expressed beliefs to be
rational, logical, true, or factual.
Masters all accept responsibility for themselves and for everything they do.
Masters always love all people universally, unconditionally.
Masters always show compassion to all people, in all places at all times to the very best of
their unique abilities.
Masters always nurture all people, giving each person the special truths already in their own
hearts; truths hidden to their own minds until revealed by a master, a teacher, or an ascending
student.
Masters always respect all people, striving to keep the identities of each person they meet
intact from the points of view of each person they interact with, to guide their growth and
evolution along their own most natural paths and inclinations to help each person enable
themselves to reach for enlightenment.
Love, nurture, compassion and respect are the hallmarks of all masters, teachers, and
ascending students.
Love, nurture, compassion and respect are the hallmarks of all the enlightenment philosophies
and inspired actions.
Love, nurture, compassion and respect are the hallmarks of all people sincerely devoted to the
mutual well-being of all people, including themselves.
Mastery is a natural process, each person may achieve their mastery as slowly or as quickly
as they like.
All life quickens and evolves as parts of nature; mastery skills may typically only be applied to
help those who are already inclined to become masters to become masters more quickly than
they might otherwise sometimes become.
In our ancestors’ times mastery skills became survival requirements if our ancestors were to
enable themselves to pull their entire worlds and their entire human populations back from the
brinks of their extinctions.
Because all of creation is massively parallel, there will always be avenues to the salvation of
individuals, nations, and entire worlds; they may all be rescued from any disaster or mistake.
Masters have skills that can restore post-apocalyptic worlds, worlds destroyed in any fashion.
Masters have skills to prevent disasters from ever occurring.
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In ordinary times, the skills of most masters are constrained by the consensus realities of the
worlds they visit.
However, in exceptional times, masters may perform miracles in contravention of the
commonly held collective consciousness belief systems defining local consensus realities.
Only extreme duress permits the miraculous powers of the masters to contravene consensus
realities, so most masters would prefer never to have to use their exceptional abilities.
This is why the Hermitic Orders have always striven to create world peace.
The exceptional powers of the masters, teachers, and ascending students of the Hermetic
Orders are only permitted to emerge in exceptionally tragic or terrible times, so all masters
would prefer never to need to apply their exceptional powers.
Mastery, however, has never been the goal of any master.
Mastery is only the penultimate goal, the final step before the full emergence of any master’s
Complete Divinity.
For any master to ascend to their Complete Divinity all people, everywhere, in all times,
throughout all eternities, must become masters, all prepared to take this final step together, in
unity, to reach the ultimate Unity of All.
The massively parallel nature of creation allows for all things, even this last step, to be taken,
the final step to awakening all of ourselves as Divines the equals of each other and the equals
of all of our Divinities.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
We have only resumed some work on this project in the past few days, now is January 6,2016
or so. We let this project lapse sometime in 2011 or so towards the end of the year or early in
the next year. As we have managed to wake up a bit from that long slumber, we are interested
in curating or continuing our existing work, as well as composing new pieces.
We originally anticipated some 80 chapters will be required to complete this work, so we only
have perhaps 60 more chapters to go…
There is a lot still left to be discussed…
Whee!
It’s has become our increasing pleasure to channel this information for you.
This project began around 4pm March 7th, and only 15 days ago, as of this message dated
March 19th 2011, when it reached the length it now is as of January 6 th 2016.
We have already made videos presenting half of our current material and posted them on
PeaceNext and YouTube. We should have the remaining material recorded and posted in a
few more days. (the PeaceNext site seems to have vanished from the inter-web)
We already have a library of nearly 80 articles we have written to support the material we have
presented in the first 23 parts. We may be very close to being able to complete all 80-some
parts, if in curating our existing work we can sort out which bits might fit where in this piece.
If we can continue in this vein for 2-3 months we should git ’er done!
Hang on to your sweethearts, its still going to be a bumpy ride, but things are most definitely
looking much better.

Enjoy!
Love, Grigori Rho Gharveyn
aka Greg Gourdian, Roger Holler, Falcon, Chameleon, and many more…

Contact us: greg.gourdian@gmail.com
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